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SPORTS: Murray splits DH with Marshall; Lakers win
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MSU graduation
another successful
step for Jenkins
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Missy Jenkins never asked to
he paralyzed from her chest
down, and would have preferred
that situation not come her way.
As fate would have it, though,
she may not have become the
poised and outgoing person she
has become, her oldest sister
would not have met her eventual
husband and advocates against
school violence may not have
gained such a powerful voice in
their cause, if not for Dec. 1,
1997. That is when Jenkins, then
a rather shy and reserved student
at Heath High School near
Paducah. was forced to mature
when a bullet fired by fellow student Michael Cameal left her
unable to walk, four others
wuunded and three students
dead.
Now, 22, having long since
put the event in the Fast, she is
about to claim the latest of her
many victories since that day as
she graduates from Murray State
University next Saturday. She
will graduate with a degree in
social work, a field that seems to
suit her quite well.
"This is strange. but I've
become more of a people person," Jenkins said Thursday,
admitting how, before the shooting. experiences sin a:s receiving applause from a room full of
people, a frequency the last several years, would have produced
much discomfort. "I might have
become scared or really nervous.
Now, that kind of thing gives me
encouragement and makes me
feel really good."
Attention is something with
which she has had to familiarize
herself over the years. starting
with an interview she had with
Paducah's WPSD-TV a few
months after the tragedy at
Heath. That was the start of
Jenkins becoming a main face of
the incident, one of four to strike
the country in the late 1990s,
culminating with one at
Columbine High School near
Denver. Colo., that took the lives
of 16 people.
She could not have known
then that she eventually would
be appearing on some of the
most recognized television
shows in the nation, along with
being featured in magazines,
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'I really believe the day will
come that I will walk again'
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Missy Jenkins
such as Ladies Home Journal.
Throughout that first interview with former WPSD
reporter Karl Parker, though, she
seemed rather comfortable with
the setting, frequently flashing a
big smile that has become a
Jenkins trademark_
It is the same smile she displayed in 2000 when she actually walked about a quarter mile in
the Los Angeles Marathon, the
same city her sister, Christie, met
her husband a few months earlier when she accompanied Missy
for an extended stay at a care
center. It also was the same smile
that helped capture the heart of
her boyfriend of the last two
years, Calloway County's Josh
Smith, who will graduate by her
side Saturday.
"That was what made we
want to go over and talk to her in
her place," said Smith, who met
her at a campus gathering."Once
1 got to meet her, she was so easy
to talk with, I really didn't even
notice she was in her wheelchair,
and that's how it is with a lot of
people she meets. It wasn't awkward at all."
Once he began to know her
on an everyday basis, though.
Smith says that is where began
having a true understanding of

11 See Page 2A
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East Calloway Elementary School students,from left, Jared Phillips, Lucas
Hill, Jacob Wood and Jesse Vaught
take a ride on the Polar Express during Friday's rehearsal for ECES' producti
on of The Polar Express that will
be held Tuesday at Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium. A total of
256 students will be involved in the
presentation.

Regents approve campus improvements
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Murray State officials continue planning
to make the campus more efficient and comfortable.
MSU's Board of Rents approved two
items at its regular meeting Friday in connection with further campus improvements.
One measure will allow for nearly $900,000
in annual energy savings in a self-funded
project while the other gives the university
flexibility for its new residential college.
Chevron Energy Solutions, a subsidiary
of ChevronTexaco Corp.. spent the summer
evaluating the campus, compiling information that Dewey Yeatts, MSU's associate
vice president of facilities management,
keeps in two five-inch binders.
The university's utility bills total about
$4 million each year. This energy-saving
project would save $900,000 annually —
and Yeatts said it's a guaranteed savings.
Nearly $9 million worth of improvements

are necessary, but that debt service will be
funded by the savings, Yeatts said.
"If it sounds too go4i., be true, it probably is. But this is tal good to be true."
Yeatts said. "... If they miscalculated the
savings, they will write us a check."
The campus has 172 buildings, but Yeatts
said that's counting every structure with a
,door. Of those, about 70 are main buildings.
Sixty-two of the main buildings will have
energy improvements, such as installation of
new lightning, electrical work and equipment. Newer buildings already have efficient energy measures. Yeatts said, so they
will not require these improvements.
"Where the savings is going is in
installing this new, more efficient equipment,- he said.
The board's approval allows the administration to proceed with a contract with
Chevron, which will serve as the designer
and builder as well as hire a professional
construction firm for the improvements.

Most of the construction will be done on
second and third shifts when the buildings
aren't being used by most of the faculty.
staff and students and projects will be mostly contained to the ground and ceiling.
"These are things most people won't see.
but it's $9 million of campus changes."
MSU President Dr. F. King Alexander said.
The board also approved the transfer of
about three acres of campus property to the
MSU Foundation for possible student housing opportunities. Two plats of land on
Waldrop Drive are being considered for a
new residential college that would eventually replace Clark and Richmond colleges.
One piece of property is on the east side of
Waldrop Drive adjacent to Winslow and the
other is just north of that on Waldrop, northwest of Hester College.
Alexander said university had planned
the new residential college south of

11 See Page 2A

Outstanding Senior Man, Woman named at Murray State University

MSU News Bureau
Murray State University has
named Gregory Scott Morgan
and Jessica Shay Barnes as
Outstanding Senior Man and
Woman for the December 2004
Commencement.
The announcement was made
at the traditional Senior
Breakfast.
They will be recognized and
present valedictions at the
upcoming mid-year graduation
exercises on Dec. 18 in the
Regional Special Events Center.
Shay is the daughter of Doug
and Shelia Barnes of Paducah.
She will receive bachelor of arts
Jessica Barnes
honors diploma from Murray
State with a major in business she has a 3.92 overall grade
administration and minor in point average and set a profesadvertising.
sional goal of becoming a small
A member of Hart College, business owner.
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Gregory Morgan
A Presidential Scholar.
Barnes completed a Study
Abroad Program in Regensburg.
Germany, during the fall semes-

what matters:

National Society of Collegiate included a major in psychology
Scholars-Executive. She holds and minor in political science.
membership in Phi Eta Sigma, He completed a Study Abroad
Alpha Mu Gamma. Beta Alpha Program
in
Regensburg.
Psi, Gamma Sigma Alpha and Germany. during the fall semesBeta Gamma Sigma profession- ter of 2001.
al organizations.
A member of Murray State's
She has also contributed Honors Program. Morgan
numerous hours as a volunteer served four years as a member
for Wrather West Kentucky of the program's student council.
Museum. Regional Special He has also been active in the
Events Center, Regents College, Clark College College Council,
Relay-For-Life, Salvation Army, Rotaract Club and student volVolunteer
Income
Tax unteer in School Relations.
Assistance, Adopt-A-Family,
Morgan served two terms as
Christmas food drives and president for the Psychology
arthritis research fundraisers.
Club and student ambassador
Scott is the son of Michael for the department of psycholoand
Brenda
Morgan
of gy. He has also been a Resident
Louisville. He is a member of Advisor and Commonwealth
Clark College and boasts a per- Honors Academy Residential
fect 4.0 grade point average.
His course of study has •See Page 2A
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ter of 2002. She is fluent in both
German and Spanish.
For eight semesters. Barnes
has earned recognition on the
university's dean's list and
received
the
Academic
Excellence Award. She has been
active in the Honors Program,
Accounting Society, Campus
Outreach and Baptist Student
Union. She has served as a Fail
Orientation Leader and Student
Ambassador.
In addition, she has been
named to the honor societies of
both Regents and Hart colleges,
and served as a representative
for Springer-Franklin College
Council.
Barnes served as treasurer
and song leader for Alpha
Omicron Pi and held the office
of vice president for the

United Way
of Murray-Calloway County
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Calloway schools receive clean bill of financial health
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wnter
Thursday. Calloway County schools
were given a clean bill of financial
health, following an audit that was conducted a few weeks ago. Murray
accountant EL,. "Red" Howe of the
Howe & Melton, LLP firm delivered
the good news at the monthly meeting
of the Calloway board of education at
Calloway County Preschool.
"We spent two weeks in your
offices, and I mean we were searching
hard for any findings. We did not find
any findings, deficiencies or inequities,
and I will compliment all of the people
involved in this job," said Howe to the

presented revisions to the district's
panel of happy board members.
Howe's presentation came after an comprehensive improvement plan. This
opening that demonstrated some of how includes upgrades in wiring, network
the school system's finances have been components. web-based collaborative
used in regards to its Student projects for students and improved eTechnology Leadership Program. Vicki mail access between parents and teachRagsdale and John Williams, respective ers.
In addition, the board heard from
heads of the STLP programs at
Calloway County Middle School and Ronnie Nolan, associate director of the
Calloway County High School, both Kentucky Educational Collaborative
thanked the board for their support as for State Agency Children, who gave a
they introduced several students who very positive assessment of a day-long
gave presentations before the large visit he had made to Calloway's Day
audience on the night before National Treatment Center Thursday. He
explained the visit is one of many he
STLP Day.
Following that theme, Susan Taylor, makes to such centers across the state in
the district's technology coordinator, order to "make sure they are doing what

Director of Pupil Personnel Dennis
they are supposed to be doing."
submitted that document on
Fisher
though,
He said the Calloway center.
the district-wide calendar
of
behalf
that.
was exceeding
which drafted its final vercommittee
"Your Day Treatment Center was
a Dec. I meeting. Fisher
during
sion
I
centers
most
beyond
way above and
that the district's average
see in this state and, from what I've also reported
for the year so far is
attendance
daily
at
worried
be
not
seen, you guys should
up from 94.33 at the
all about what is happening there. It is 96.29 percent,
year.
an exceptional program," Nolan said. same time last
Staying with the positives, trans"What people need to understand is that
Mike Johnson reporta good education is not just for the gift- portation director
of diesel fuel for
load
latest
the
that
ed
traditional
a
in
children
talented
ed and
bit cheaper last
a
was
buses
district
classroom. Programs like these are an
been as high as
had
prices
Where
week.
eduquality
a
providing
of
intricate part
$1.68 per gallon a few weeks ago, the
cation."
The 2005-06 district calendar was latest load was 28 cents a gallon cheapapproved unanimously by the board. er.

•Jenkins.

•Regents ...

which has offices in Evansville, From Front
Ind., and Louisville, presented
the audit Friday morning during how special his girlfriend was.
"It's her positive attitude.
the finance committee meeting.
MSU's assets are up to With what she faces, it'd be real
$194.1 million from $183.3 mil- easy for her to just pack it up and
lion in 2003, according to the go home. but she's not doing
any
audit summary. Assets include that. She doesn't make
for herself," he said.
unrestricted and restricted cash, excuses
"She also can do a lot of things
investments and capital assets.
for herself; she is real independOperating revenues are up to ent. You know, I jump in a lot
$70 million — about $6.6 mil- and help her, but she's proven
lion more than the previous year. that she can take care of herself.
These revenues include tuition.
"And in the time I've been
grants, contracts and sales.
around her. I have yet to hear
Expenses rose from $124.5 'Michael Carneal."
Jenkins says she came to have
million from $121.1 million in
peace about what Carneal had
2003, according to the audit.
Alexander and Messmer done to her long ago. She foragreed that public universities gave him, a feeling she
will become more dependent on expressed to him when he was
their foundations generating pri- sentenced for his crimes — their
vate giving and more tuition- only face-to-face encounter
programs. since the shooting. Interestingly,
funding
based
the one of Carneal's
ago the she was
years
10
said
Alexander
accusers toward whom he raised
federal government put about $8 his head to look in the eye, permillion into higher education haps a signal that Jenkins might
grant programs. That figure has have a knack for working with
since risen to $40 million.
troubled youth.
"I kind of want to work with
kids that are like him," she said,
noting how much of her last year
at MSU has been spent talking to
people of all ages about bullying,
something she believes drove
Carneal to his acts. "It used to be
Staff Report
that teasing was all in fun, and
Murray Ledger & Times
LINTON. Ky. — The body found Thursday in Lake Barkley was everybody got teased. Now, it
seems to me that people just
a Nashville, Tenn., man who had been missing for three weeks.
The state medical examiner spoke with relatives of 23-year-old want to torment each other, and
Ricky R. Gearlds and they identified him, according to a release they're being led to believe that
from the Kentucky State Police. Gearlds had been missing for three it's OK."
, As part of herstudies.:she has
weeks when he fell into the water while on a boat in Tennessee.
an intern position at the
held
a
in
floating
afternoon
A duck hunter found the body Thursday
County Schools
Calloway
channel of Lake Barkley near the Calhoun Hill boat ramp in southFamily Resource Center, located
ern Trigg County, police said.
at East Calloway Elementary,
An autopsy was performed Friday in at the state medical exam- where she has talked with stuiner's office in Madisonville. Investigators said no trauma or foul dents about the importance of
play is suspected.
not bullying classmates, along
KSP Detective Michelle Kent has contacted Nashville authorities with not being afraid to tell a
to coordinate the investigation. Trigg County Sheriff's Department, teacher or administrator about a
Trigg County Rescue/DES and U.S. Forestry Service assisted.
classmate even joking about per-

encompassing the meaning of a
residential college. Bathroom
amenities will be more modern
tennis
the
where
Chestnut Street
students will be able to
and
courts are, but the administrafrom different living
choose
tion has since discovered it
including single
would cost $1.8 million to pre- arrangements,
double
traditional
more
rooms,
pare 'the ground to build because
feathat
areas
quad
and
rooms
sewer
and
electrical
of existing
a
and
bedrooms
individual
ture
work beneath the tennis courts.
according
area,
common
sitting
option,"
"It's a more viable
also
Alexander said of the Waldrop to the plan. The facility will
halls.
have
lecture
Drive properties. "It's an area to
Transferring the property to
build on that is ready to build
foundation, which manages
the
on.
private contribuuniversity's
the
college
The residential
design is on paper and the presi- tions, gives the project more
dent said he hopes .to have it flexibility and is permitted
ready by January 2006 or at least because the property is assessed
' by the fall semester of that year. at less than $300,000, Alexander
The design outlines a L-shaped. said. This way Murray State
three-story living structure to doesn't have to wait on the state
legislature.
house about 480 students.
"It's an unconventional stratBonds for the project were
issued at more than $22 million, egy to keep things moving forhut the living facility should ward," he said.
In other business, the board
cost about $18 million once it is
also approved the audit for the
completed.
The new structure will be fiscal year ending June 30.
more than a living facility. Representatives from BKD,
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forming violent acts
"I've just had a wonderful
experience at East Calloway, and
it's been that way because I've
been able to work closely with
the kids. I've loved that," she
said. "I would like to work with
middle and high school age kids,
too, because that was the age
(Carneal) was when he shot us,
but from what I've seen, most
things start at the elementary
level, and I want to get to those
kids early."
Invariably, her time at ECES
has resulted in questions about
her plight. Some students, she
said, thought she was acting
when she was enter in her wheelchair. Others felt sorry for her.
though she assured them that she
was perhaps able to do more
things now than she could before
the shooting.
There also have been fun

From Front

He was named resident adviser of the
month and recognized twice with best
German student awards. He is also a member of the National Society of Collegiate
Scholars and Phi Eta Sigma.
Morgan has completed several research
projects and presentations, and authored a
number of publications dealing with his

areas of specialty. He was awarded an URSA
grant for one study and received honorable
mention at the Mid-South Psychology
Conference for a poster presentation.
Following graduation, Morgan plans to
enter a doctoral program with the objective
of becoming a professor of social psychology.

Playhouse in the Park showcases'A Christmas Carol'
Special to the Ledger
Murray's Playhouse in the
Park has begun production on
the sixth and final production of
the 2004 season — Charles
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol,"
adapted by Doris Baizley.
Playhouse Executive Director
Ross Bolen is directing an
ensemble cast of 14 adults, teens
and children playing multiple
roles in what will be a highly

ou nave a c owe
for your home medical needs,

unorthodox and theatrical adaptation of the classic tale.
In this version, a company of
traveling players is about to
enact the Dickens story. As the
on-stage trunk of supplies opens,
actors and clowns spill out and
roll on.
The gruff stage manager and
prop boy check the show's
props, which are shabby and
third rate, but the troupe improvises by creating a magical
world of make-believe. The acting troupe soon discovers that
the actors playing Scrooge and
Tiny Tim have abandoned the
tour; but the show must go on.
and the prop boy eagerly volun-

teers for the part of Tim while
the cynical stage manager must
be forcibly drafted to play the
old miser.
The troupe proceeds to make
their way through the tale, creating fog, snow, fire and ghosts
through mime, imagination and
wonderful visual effects. The rag
tag players (including the stage
manager and prop boy) quickly
become the characters of the
story, and we are pulled into the
life of Ebenezer Scrooge.
"Baizky's adaptation follows
one of my leading principles —
keep it in the theatre," Bolen
said. "By that I mean let the theatre do the things that film and
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television can't do. So. rather
than a tradition, realistic creation
of 19th century London, the
Playhouse production will feature actors as multiple characters, quick changes and transformations, interesting props and
masques, and a mind-set in
which actors use their voices and
bodies to create the environment."
A Christmas Carol opens runs
through Dec. 19 with Thursday
evening performances at 7 p.m.
and Friday and Saturday
evenings at 7:30 p.m. Matinee
performances are Saturdays at 2
p.m., with one Sunday matinee
Dec. 19 at 2 p.m.
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to give out
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moments, too, including a visit
last year to Calloway's Head
Start facility, where many of the
youngsters pushed her wheelchair down the hall. while others
would hitch a ride in her lap.
Still, though very comfortable
with her situation, she does
believe she will be able to rise to
her feet to walk again, a goal
from the day after the shooting.
"I read the other day that a
worna,n in Korea was able to
walk again because of something
being done now with stem cells
from umbilical cords," she said.
"Research is getting better every
day, and I really feel positive
about it. Tomorrow, next year. 10
years from now or whenever. I
really believe the day will come
that I walk again.
"But, you know, I'm OK
with what I have. I've learned to
understand it and live with it." •

•Outstanding ...
Counselor.
He has attended Murray State as a
Presidential Scholar and earned the distinction of Vogt Achievement Scholar. A member of Psi Chi Honorary Society, he received
the Psi Chi Student Service Award.
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Missy Jenkins will graduate with a social work degree
next weekend. She's used her experience from the 1997
Heath High School shooting to motivate her.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The
Murray
Police
Department and Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
will distribute free cable-style
gunlocks Thursday at their
respective offices.
The distribution is pan of
Project ChildSafe, which will
distribute 630,000 free gun
locks to citizens throughout
Kentucky.
A project ChildSafe representative will also he on hand to
distribute educational material
on firearm safety, as well.

Murray Ledger & limes
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Oblast's:

U.S. soldier admits to killing Iraqi teenager
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Mrs. Sue Dent*, 56, Walnut Street, Benton, died Thursday,
Dec. 9, 2004, at 7:59 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A homemaker, she was a member of Hamlet Baptist Church.
Her father, Thurman Harmon, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Don Denfip; one daughter,
Mrs. Kim Smith, Murray; one son, Mitchell Green, Benton; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Pam Salyer, Benton; two stepsons, Eddie
Denfip, Modesto, Calif., and Levi Denfip, Benton; her mother,
Mrs. Lauctine York Harmon, Benton; one sister, Mrs. Phyllis
Sheppard, Murray; eight grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Murray Riley and the Rev, Bob Saywell
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hamlet Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Saturday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Diabetes
Association, 1941 Bishop Lane. Suite 1W, Louisville, Ky.,
40218.

Harold K. Wyatt

to
ree
997

The funeral for Harold K. Wyatt was today (Saturday) at II
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Brett Miles and the Rev. Darrell Walker officiated. Cyndy
Satterwhite was pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Gerald Walker, Jimmy Kelso, Ralph Duncan,
Charles Burkeen, Mark Crass, Steve Chadwick, J.C. Barnett and
Bill Wolford. Burial was in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society, c/o Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, Ky., or
American Heart Association, 222 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Ky.,
42003.
Mr. Wyatt, 72, Radio Road, Almo, died Thursday, Dec. 9,
2004. at 9:39 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He retired from Mattel after 26 years of service. He previously had worked for McKeel Equipment for 18 years. He was a
member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church and had served as a deacon since 1991.
One sister, Juanita Garland, preceded him in death. Born June
5, 1932, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Aubrey
Wyatt and Sarah Ann Hutchens Wyatt.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda West Wyatt; one son,
Scott Wyatt and wife, Patrice, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Hilda
Winchester and husband, Rev. Joe Pat and Mrs. Glenda Carroll
and husband. Ronnie, all of Murray, and Mrs. Linda Parker and
husband, Steve, New Concord; two brothers, James Earl Wyatt
and wife, Cathryn, Murray, and Namon Wyatt and wife, Linda,
Fairview, Tenn.; two grandchildren, Austin Scott Wyatt and
Patrick Shawn Wyatt: foster grandson, Brian Malone.
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The funeral for Mrs. Margaret Elizabeth Chadwick was today
(Saturday) at 10:30 a.m. in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Craig Peevyhouse officiated.
Pallbearers were Andrew Dunmire. Matt Maddock, Bill
Maddock and David Griffin. Burial was in the Bethel Cemetery,
Buchanan, Tenn..
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society, c/o UP Bank, A. Wimberley, 914 E. Wood St., Paris,
Tenn., 38242.
Mrs. Chadwick. 65, Paris, Tenn., died Wednesday. Dec. 8,
2004. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
A retired cook for Paris Landing Inn, she was a member of
Thrifthaven,Baptist Church, Memphis. Tenn., Ladies Auxiliary
of Veterans or Foreign Wars and AMVETS Ladies Auxiliary.
One brother, J.D. Canerdy, and one infant child, both preceded her in death. Born May 31, 1939. in New Albany, Miss., she
was the daughter of the late Dallas Canerdy and Evelyn Glasgow
Canerdy.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Elaine Dunmire, Paris,
Tenn.; one son, Mark Sullivan and wife, Sally, Atoka, Tenn.; one
brother, David Canerdy. Paris. Tenn.; two grandchildren, Steven
Sullivan and Andrew Dunmire.

Milus McKenzie Randolph Jr.
Milus McKenzie Randolph Jr., 84, Hopkinsville, died Friday,
Dec. 10, 2004, at his home. His death followed an illness.
He was a retired automobile mechanic from
Sisk Motor Co, a U.S. Army veteran of World
War II and a member of Second Baptist
Church, Hopkinsville.
He was preceded in death by a great-granddaughter, Caroline Cunningham. Born Sept.
27, 1920, in Roaring Springs, Ky.. he was the
son of the late Milus McKenzie and Lucy Beatrice Guthrie
Randolph.
Survivors include his wife, Marie Ezell Randolph; three
daughters, Donna Cunningham, Hopkinsville, Marilyn Moss,
Pembroke, and Kanday Waters, Murray; two brothers, Eugene
Randolph, Hopkinsville, and John Randolph. Murray; one sister.
Katherine Johnson, Evansville, Ind.; six grandchildren, Randy
Cunningham, Carroll Cunningham, Shayne Cunningham, Melisa
Morgan, Timothy Moss and Heather Watus; eight great-grandchildren, Ryan Cunningham, Madeline Cunningham, Leigh Ann
Hudnell, Bo Coggins, Karen Cunningham, Karla Cunningham.
Zachary Morgan and Allyson Morgan; three great-great-grandchildren, Joshua Cunningham, Nadia Scott and Damien Coggins.

Deliberations will resume
Monday for Peterson penalty
By BRIAN SKOLOFF
Associated Press Writer
REDWOOD CITY, Calif.
(AP) — Jurors deciding whether
Scott Peterson should live or die
for his crimes wrapped up their
second day of deliberations
Friday without a verdict.
The jury will be sequestered
over the weekend in a hotel until
deliberations resume Monday.
At about 3:30 p.m. Friday.
Judge Alfred A. Delucchi called
lawyers for both sides, meeting
them in the hallway between his
courtroom and his chambers.
He could be seen putting a
hand on the shoulder of one of the
prosecutors as he spoke.
Shortly after, he told a court-

room packed with reporters that
the jury had requested to leave
early.
Peterson, 32. was convicted
Nov. 12 of murder in the deaths
of his wife, Laci, and her fetus.
Prosecutors say he strangled or
smothered his wife on or around
Christmas Eve 2002 and dumped
the body in the San Francisco
Bay.
Peterson claims to have been
fishing alone that day.
The jury has to decide
between life without parole and
the death penalty for Peterson.
While sequestered, the jury is
not allowed to watch television or
read newspapers and cannot discuss the case.

By PAUL GARWOOD
AssociatecIPress Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A
U.S. soldier pleaded guilty
Friday to killing a severely
wounded Iraqi teenager in what
investigators say may have been
a mercy killing, the latest of several similar incidents that have
undercut efforts by the United
States to win support among
Iraqis and defeat a rampant
insurgency.
The conviction of Staff Sgt.
Johnny M. Horne Jr., 30, of
Winston-Salem. N.C., comes
almost a month after the Nov. 13
killing of another wounded Iraqi
found lying in a Fallujah
mosque among the bodies of
several people killed during a
weeklong operation to retake
that city from insurgents.
Horne is the first of four soldiers from Company C, 1st
Battalion,
41st
Infantry
Regiment, based in Fort Riley,
Kan., to face court-martial on
charges of murdering Iraqis during fighting in Baghdad's
impoverished Sadr City in
August.
This week in Germany, a
U.S. tank company commander
was ordered court-martialed
after being accused of shooting
and killing a critically injured
Iraqi driver for radical Shiite
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr on May
21 near Kufa, 100 miles south of
Baghdad.
As in Home's case, witnesses
have said Capt. Rogelio
Maynulet, 29, of Chicago, shot
the wounded man out of compassion. Maynulet will be tried
on charges of assault with intent
to commit murder and dereliction of duty, which carry a maximum combined sentence of 20
1/2 years.
Human rights groups have
condemned the illegal killings
of Iraqis — either civilians or
wounded fighters — by the U.S.
military, saying such acts
amount to violations of international humanitarian rights and
should be dealt with as war
crimes.
Critics also say poor understanding by young U.S. troops
of the rules of military engagement leads to the killing of civilians.
"It doesn't help you win the
hearts and minds of the public if
you put a bullet in their beans
and another in the minds," said
Mark Garlasco, senior military
analyst for Human Rights
Watch.
Garlasco, speaking from
New York, said there were 1,000
"questionable deaths" of Iraqi
civilians at the hands of military
forces between the start of the
war in March 2003 until the fall
of Baghdad three weeks later.
The deteriorating security situation has made it impossible to
count such deaths since then, he
said.
"There are a lot of 19-yearold troops out there with
weapons who are very scared

AP Pt-toL

Iraqis pray in Baghdad's Shiite enclave of Sadr city Friday. The poster in front shows
Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr and his father Mohammed Sadiq al-Sadr. who was killed
by Saddam Hussein's regime.
and are facing a concealed unpremeditated murder under including Horne, tried to rescue
enemy who is attacking them Articles 118 and 81 of the the teenager from inside the
while not following any interna- Uniform Code of Military vehicle, but decided he was
tional standards of warfare," Justice. Horne had originally beyond help because of severe
Garlasco said. "This doesn't been charged with the more seri- burns and abdominal wounds. A
excuse them, but it shows there ous offenses of premeditated criminal investigator said the
is a level of understanding."
murder, conspiracy to commit soldiers decided "the best course
Another human rights group, murder and solicitation of of action was to put (the victim)
London-based
Amnesty another soldier to commit mur- out of his misery."
International, said killings like der.
Two other soldiers from the
the one in Fallujah must be treat"He decided to plead guilty same unit this week faced Article
ed as war crimes and the perpe- to the lesser charges presented to 32 hearings — the military
trators brought to justice.
him," spokesman Lt. Col. James equivalent of a grand jury hear"A wounded person who Hutton said.
ing — over a Sadr City killing in
doesn't pose a threat to the other
The sentence, which may August.
side should not be killed, they come Saturday, is solely at the
An Article 32 hearging was
are no longer a combatant." said jury's discretion. Had Home held Thursday for Sgt. Michael
Amnesty's Middle East program been convicted of the more seri- P Williams, 25, of Memphis,
director, Abdul Salam Sid ous offensives, he could have Tenn., on charges of premeditatAhmed.
faced life imprisonment or death. ed murder, obstruction of justice
"The Fallujah incident was a
Horne is among six Fort and making a false official,statevery clear case because there Riley soldiers charged with ment. Also charged is Spc. Brent
was a camera, but we don't killings in recent months — two May, 22, of Salem, Ohio. who
know about all the other viola- for slayings in Kansas and four had a two-day hearing and is
tions that could be happening," for deaths in Iraq. Staff Sgt. awaiting a ruling on whether he
he said. The shooting in the Cardenas J. Alban, 29, of will be court-martialed. receive a
mosque was captured on film by Inglewood. Calif., is charged lesser penalty or be acquitted.
an NBC correspondent and along with Home in the teenagMeanwhile, the U.S. combroadcast around the world.
er's killing and is awaiting a mand said two soldiers died
The U.S. military has defend- court-martial hearing.
Thursday and four were injured
ed its record, saying out of the
The military tribunal heard when an AH-64 Apache helicopmore than 400,000 soldiers who witness testimony that troops ter crashed into a UH-60 Black
have deployed to Iraq since the fired on a group of Iraqi men Hawk chopper that was on the
war began, only a few illegal placing homemade bombs along ground at an airfield in the
killings have come to light.
a road in Sadr City. Other sol- northern city of Mosul. A U.S.
Lt. Col. Steve Boylan, a diers arrived to find a burning Marine was also killed in action
spokesman with the military truck and casualties around it.
in volatile Anbar province west
command in Baghdad.'said solWitnesses said the soldiers, of Baghdad.
diers understand the rules of
engagement and go through
extensive training.
"The U.S. military is a crosssection of the U.S. society.
where we have the complete
spectrum of best possible people
that you could imagine, but
unfortunately we have those at
the other end who commit
crimes and they are held
accountable," he said.
In a plea bargain Friday.
Horne pleaded guilty to one
count of unpremeditated murder
and one count of soliciting
another soldier to commit

Former personnel cabinet
secretary lands new role
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Former Personnel Secretary Bob
Ramsey. sacked in the wake of
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's troubles
putting together a new insurance
program for teachers and state
workers, has landed a new spot.
Ramsey will become deputy
to the executive director of the
Department of Military Affairs,
Fletcher revealed Friday.
Since early November, when
he announced the shakeup of his
cabinet, Ramsey has been taking
compensatory time off and
attending to family matters.
Fletcher said. Ramsey is not
scheduled to start his new duties
until Jan. 1.
Announcing Ramsey's departure from the Personnel Cabinet
last month, the administration
said he would continue to serve a
"key role."
The position of deputy to the
executive director has been
vacant for about a year, said
Adjutant General Donald Storm.
Ramsey will make $89,500 in
his job as deputy, but another
$37,646 for working as a special
assistant to Fletcher's chief of
staff. The executive director of
military affairs makes $90,300
annually, or about $37,000 a year

less than Ramsey's total salary.
Ramsey was the highest ranking minority member of the
Fletcher administration during
his tenure in the cabinet. His
replacement in Personnel, Erwin
Roberts, is also black.

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
'Free In-Home Estimates
*Financing Available
*Window Blinds
*Professional Installation
*100% Satisfaction Guarantee
*All Major Brands of Ceramic.
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE
Office:(866)936-6600
Cell.(2701 293-8086
shopathomecarpets.con,
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In the
Bleak
December
'Tv,as in the bleak December
of l64-l44) years ago now-that
the last Confederate offensive
of the Cis it War came to its dismal conclusion.
The last foraN, is chronicled
seteran historian James Lee
\lcDonough in Nashville: The
W'estern Confederacy's Final
Gamble
(University
of Tennessee
Press, 2004,
360 pp.).
This is
the story of
Hood's desperate
charge at
Franklin,
By Larry
Tenn., on
McGehee
November
Syndicated
and his
30
Columnist
"siege" of
Nashville
that ended December 15 when
Thomas's Union troops came
out of their fortifications and
decimated the rebels' western
The tragedy of Nashville had
its beginnings back in Georgia,
when General John B. Hood
assumed command of the Army
of Tennessee. replacing General
Joseph Johnston, who had led a
remarkable retreat from
Chattanooga to Atlanta.
President Jefferson Davis, frustrated by Johnston's lack of
offensive actions. chose Hood,
who had led fierce charges at
Seven Days early in the war,
Gettysburg. and Chickamauga.
In Atlanta, Hood rapidly
depleted southern manpower
with several unsuccessful
attacks on Sherman's army.
Then he evacuated his remaining force and moved northward
to cut railroad lines supplying
Sherman and to pull him away
from his planned invasion of
Georgia and the Carolinas. But
Sherman followed Hood only
briefly before turning southeastward as planned. leaving
Hood to be faced by General
George Thomas, based in
•
Nashville.
Hood moved westward into
northern Alabama, rebuilt his
army to 35,000 combatants, and
then headed north, announcing
his intentions of going all the
way to the Ohio River, and then
perhaps moving into northern
territory across the.river or eastward to reinforce General
Robert E. Lee, pinned down in
Petersburg, Va. It was a daring
venture, reminiscent of Jubal
Early's diversion in July up the
Shenandoah Valley all the way
to the outskirts of Washington
in sight of the national capitol
dome
Crossing the Tennessee
River, Hood out-marched
Union General John
Scholfield's 25,000 troops and
came to Franklin. but somehow
bungled his advantage of having Scholfield cut off from
Nashville. Schofield's army
moved back around Hood
undetected during the night of
November 29 and occupied
Franklin. south of Nashville

and north of Hood.
For reasons never made
clear, Hood next day sent
20,000 men in a suicidal frontal
assaialt across open fields
against heavy trenches and
abatis at Franklin. Six
Confederate generals, including
the highly competent Patrick
Cleburne, and 1,750
Confederates died there (but
only 189 Union men). Total
Confederate casualties including the wounded and captured
were 7,250 men. Franklin was
bigger and worse than Pickett's
Charge at Gettysburg.
Schofield retreated to
Nashville where Thomas
patiently gathered 55.000
troops in icy weather to face the
oncoming Hood, his attacking
forces now reduced to 25,000
men, some 6,500 of whom
were sent away with General
Nathan B. Forrest to besiege
Murfreesboro. When the
weather broke, Thomas came
out(*Nashville, even as Grant
was sending ad officerto
relieVC Ticadias
.
of coniman
.
and attacked Hood's small arc
of poorly-placed men.
The outcome was inevitable.
Hood's men retreated in several
lucky and brilliant moves, but
with only 15,000 men left, half
of them ineffectives and
unequipped. Over half of the
invading force had been killed,
wounded, or captured in the
gallant but devastating Franklin
and Nashville engagements.
Some more deserted, Hood
resigned, and the few hundreds
left in the proud Army of
Tennessee made their way to
North Carolina to join Johnston
in the last stages of its resistance to Sherman's march and in
time for Johnston's surrender in
late April 1865.
This last major Confederate
offensive, McDonough makes
plain, is really several stories in
one: the story of Hood's poor
decisions and needless slaughter, the story of barefooted veterans trekking Tennessee icecovered pathways northward in
hope and determination in a
bleak December, the story of
the end of the Civil War months
before it officially ended at
Appomatox and Bentonville.
and the story of gallantry in
hardships that would soon
become the kernel from which
the Lost Cause legends after the
war would produce a crop of
southern pride that would sus
tam a ravaged region for well
over a century afterward.
By concentrating his
research upon the diaries and
records left by the defeated soldiers themselves and upon the
physical landmarks-mansions,
roads, and churches yet known
to Middle Tennessee arid
Nashville inhabitants.
McDonough succeeds in producing a chilling history.
02004. Wofford, Sc 29303
Larry McGehee. professor
and vice president at Wofford,
may be reached by e-mail at
megeheelt@ woffordedu.

Church's ad raises question: Christ
in Christmas or everyone else out?
By MARGARET LILLARD
Associated Press Writer
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP)— A pastor's
newspaper ad urging Christians to spend
their money at retailers who wish them a
"Merry Christmas" — and not the more
generic "Happy Holidays" — has meant a
little less good will this Christmas season.
"People have called me intolerant and
exclusionary, despite the fact that what is
being excluded is Christmas," said Patrick
Wooden Sr., who heads Raleigh's Upper
Room Church of God in Christ. The church
is a conservative, 3,000-member black congregation known for its outspoken opposition to homosexuality.
While plenty of preachers give sermons
urging congregants to "put Christ back in
Christmas," Wooden decided to speak to a
wider audience — and in characteristically
brazen fashion.
"Attention Christians!" read the fullpage ad that ran Nov. 24 in the News &
Observer.
"Have you noticed you don't hear Silent
Night? Where has Noel Gone? ... Had It
Not Been for Christ ... There Would Be No
Christmas!"
The ad went on to urge "all Christians to
spend their hardeamed dollars with merchants who include the greeting 'Merry
Christmas' in their holiday advertising promotions this Christmas."
Since it ran, the ad has inspired a chain
of back-and-forth letters to the newspaper's
editor and untold numbers of discussions
around office water coolers and kitchen
breakfast tables.
"You're hard-pressed now to go in any
department store anywhere in America and
see the word Christmas," Wooden said in
an interview this week."Christmas is a significant christocentric term because it signifies or brings to attention that this particular
holiday is about Jesus Christ. So I think it's
important that 'Merry Christmas' be displayed or included or used in some manner,
in some way."
The part of the ad that seems to have
stirred the most consternation is an almost
parenthetical bit of data halfway down the
page.
"Did you know? 96% of American con-

sumers celebrate Christmas," the ad advises
in bold type.
Then, in letters about half as large, it
adds,"5% celebrate Hanukkah, & 2% celebrate Kwanzaa."
That sentence, attributed to a Fox News
report, drew a strong rebuke from the Rev.
Jim Melnyk, associate rector of St. Mark's
Episcopal Church.
"Why not simply require stores owned
by Jews to put a gold star in their ads and
on their storefronts?" Melnyk wrote in a
letter to the editor published the following
day. "Wooden and his church have put
away their anti-homosexual rhetoric for the
holidays so they can focus their discrimination on non-Christians. Who will be next?"
Upper Room started its own private
school a few years ago after Wooden, its
pastor for 17 years, because concerned
about the tolerance of gays and lesbians in
public schools.
In June, 75 church members crowded
into the office of state Senate leader Marc
Basnight to lobby for an amendment to the
state constitution banning gay marriage.
"As a preacher of the Gospel. I firmly
believe that my calling from God is to
speak the truth as I see it, according to the
Scripture," Wooden said. "I'm not responsible for people's reactions to it."
In an interview, Melnyk said he agrees
with Wooden that the main focus of
Christmas should be on its religious meaning. But he said he was alarmed by the way
the ad made its point.
"I reacted to ... the implicit approval of
boycotting people who are different. I don't
think that's what they intended, but I, think
that's the message some people could
take," Melnyk said.
"There was a move in pre-World War II
Germany to not support Jewish merchants
and Jewish businesses. That was the beginning of how Jews were separated out and it
later became something much more
heinous."
Wooden said he isn't advocating boycotts or discrimination against nonChristians. He said he wants businesses to
acknowledge that a Christian holiday is
responsible for the end-of-year surge in
spending that they court and benefit from.

"They want the gold, frankincense and
myrrh from the Christian consumer without
recognizing the babe who is the reason
most Christians are out purchasing at this
time, anyway," he said.
A Roman Catholic pastor said Upper
Room could have made the point without
naming non-Christian celebrations.
The reference to Kwanzaa and
Hanukkah "was sort of the turning point,
saying 'Why are they bringing that up??"
said Father Mark G. Reamer, pastor of St.
Francis of Assisi, a Roman Catholic
Church. "I think that smacks of a kind of
supremacy, a closing-in rather than an
expansion."
irsopl
Reamer was saddened that subsequent
debate about the Upper Room ad has been
more about taking sides than discussing the
meaning of Christmas.
"Too bad it couldn't have been starting
off from 'How do we help each other celebrating our traditions?— he said.
A former Navy reservist, Reamer served
as a chaplain in Iraq from January to June
of 2003, and said his military service made
him a firm believer in the importance of
tolerance.
"That experience, just the horrors that I
saw there — of blessing the bodies of
young men — all the more makes me want
to be a voice for peace and people of goodwill of differing religions to come together," he said. "I think it is possible for us to
live together on this earth with different
faith traditions."
Wooden said he hopes enough consumers who support his campaign will
demonstrate their buying power to merchants this year that next year's holiday
advertising will reflect greater awareness of
"the 96 percent."
"We're not going to quit. It's not a flash
in the pan." he said. "Eventually the merchants will get it. And if they get it, they
will get a windfall from it."
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Holiday Tour of Homes
scheduled here Sunday

Wish list
wreath made
for world by
MES students

Another tradition of the holiday season
is the annual tour of homes, sponsored by
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. This will be Sunday from 1 to 4
p.m. and tickets will be available at any
of the homes.
Homes included on the tour this year
are those of Chuck and Sarah Jones, 71
Astonia Lane, and of Peter and Stephanie
Cowen, 189 Country Club Lane, both in
the Country Club Estates, located off Highway 121 North, and that of Tom and Helen
Karvounis at 1807 Lincoln Ave., located
By Jo Burkeen
off North 18th Street.
Community
The public is invited to view the homes
Editor
on Sunday.

Photo provided

Bloodworth's students
Holly
made a list of what their wish for
the world would be if they could
wish any wish they wanted. Many
of the students wished for peace,
no war, more trees to be planted
and for everyone to be happy.
They are posted outside the P4
classroom surrounding the earth
and the scene looks like a wreath.
Kyle King and Brittany Yong are
pictured enjoying the completed
wreath.

Datebook

Book-Signing reception Sunday
A book-signing reception for the book, "'Little Louise' the
Clown and Other Kids' Friends," will be Sunday from 4 to 6
p.m. in the First Baptist Church Library, located on the first
floor. The book was written and illustrated by Joetta Harlow
Kelly and the layout design was by Joretta Randolph. Books
will be available for purchase and will be autographed personally by the author.

Luminaries will be on Olive Boulevard
North

Residents of Olive Boulevard from North 13th to
15th Streets will light their luminaries again this year from 5

to 10 p.m. on Sunday and Monday. Motorists are asked to
turn off their headlights as they drive slowly down the boulevard to get the best effect for the luminaries.

meet
Advocates for School Choice willMonday
at

nd
flout

Advocates for School Choice (ASC) will meet
6:30 p.m. in large ballroom on the third floor of Murray State
University Curris Center. Jim Waters of the Bluegrass Institute
for Public Policy, guest speaker, will talk about school choice
and provide background information on school choice issues
around Kentucky.

us

Republicans will meet Monday

7

Calloway County Republicans will meet Monday at 7 p.m.

at the Calloway County Public Library.

CCHS Chapter plans promotofion
Future

Educators
Calloway County High School Chapter
of America will have a rebate day at Captain D/s Monday.
Receipts may be place din the designated box on the counter.

r"
St.
of

WOW Lodge 728 will meet

SeniorActivities
BY TERI COBB

Activities director
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens are now in our
facility at the George Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar
St., Murray. We invite you to
check our facility and the many
services offered. Our telephone
number is 753-0929.
We invite you to come and
join us for lunch which will
be served Monday through Friday at 11:30 a.m. for a donation of $1.50. Lowfat milk,
coffee and ice tea are our daily
choices of beverages. Meals
are also sent to private homes.
The center offers transportation on a daily basis from 9:15
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. If you live
in the city limits and need a
ride to our center, the doctor,
grocery store, bank or phar-

Woodmen of World Lodge ,728 will meet Monday at 6 p.m.
at Pagliai's. Each member is requested to bring a donation of
$5 or more to give as a group to a needy cause for Christmas.

macy, call at least one day
ahead of time to schedule your
ride.
Our exercise room is open
Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who
are 60 and older are invited
to exercise at no cost. We also
have two indoor Shuffleboard
Courts available. Our basketball court is also open for a
variety of games and times.
Times are also set aside for
women only. Contact the center for more details.
Activities and menus for the
week of Dec. 13-17 have been
released as follows:
Monday events include Arm-

NospitalMenus
"Heart-Smart" is the program

for the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray7Calloway County
Hospital.
12:30
at
Monday
meet
will
Line
Need
Executive Board of
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
Parent Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous, diet.
will meet Monday from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call
Menus, subject to occasion753-7004.
al change, for the week of
Dec. 13-19 have been released
as follows:
Monday - chili dogs, 'popAl-Anon Family Group will meet Monday at noon at St.
Leo Parish Center, located on Payne Street behind St. Leo pyseed chicken casserole, counmacCatholic Church. This group is meeting anonymously to give try style steak, rice pilaf,
and cheese, 'turnip
aroni
requireonly
The
alcoholics.
of
friends
and
families
to
comfort
greens, *Capri blend vegetables,
ment for membership is that there be a problem of alcoholism potato and bacon soup.
in a relative or friend.
Tuesday - *salmon patty,

Need Line Board will meet

Ltnt

K•en
g the

Ling
:elemved
une
nark
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lat I
want
goodethIS to

rt

ress of
flash
icreY

chair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.,
Nutrition Class at 10 a.m., Stride
with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m.
to go walk at the RSEC, Bingo
at 12:30 p.m. and Line Dancing at 2 p.m. and Intermediate

Parent Support Group will meet

'turnip greens, •pinto beans.
mashed potatoes, asparagus
pea casserole, soup of the day.
Sunday - fried chicken,
baked pork chop, BBO mesquite
chicken, baked beans, 'green
beans, glazed carrots, 'baked
potato, soup of the day.

(*denotes heart-smart selection)
s

Al Anon Family Group will meet

Lions Club plans Christmas party
party Tuesday

Murray Lions Club will have its Christmas
at 6:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel. Reservations
may be made by calling 753-3317.

Health Express lists stopsCounty

Hospital will
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
is heel
osteoporos
and
checks
pulse
checks,
offer blood pressure
scans Monday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
at Murray Kroger; Tuesday from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 3
p.m. at McDonald's at Mayfield; Wednesday from 8:30 to noon
at C Mart, Hazel.

meet
Sigma Department will Woman's
Club

will meet
Sigma Department of the Murray
be Tory
will
Hostesses
house.
club
the
at
p.m.
Monday at 6:30
Daughrity and Rhonda Perry.

y
THEOS will meet Tuesda
spiritually) will

meet TuesTHEOS (they help each other
Library.
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County
day at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
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Lillian Steele will
This is
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753-1998 or
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Karen Isaacs at 753-2411.
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14-eat Repeats
Consignment Cfotites 8e Costume 'Rental
Men • Women * Children
• Nursing
Tacky Formals 50's-70's Styles• Maternity

Line Dancing at 2:20 p.m. in
the gym. On the lunch menu
will be baked pork chop, macaroni and tomatoes, green
beans, roll, margarine and
yogurt.
Tuesday events include
Strength and Stretch Class from
8 to 9 a.m., Parkinson's Support Group at noon in education room and Ping Pong from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m., both in the
gym. Those who have signed
up for the Nashville shopping
trip should be ready to leave
the center at 8:30 a.m. Chicken Parmesan, noodles, tossed
salad, garlic bread, margarine
and orange will be on the lunch
menu.
Wednesday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.,
Powder Puff Pool from 10 to
11:30 a.m., Stride with Pride
Walkers at 10 a.m. and Pinochle
Club at 12:15 p.m. On the
lunch menu will be salmon
patty, mashed potatoes and

prime rib sandwich on homemade bun, 'roast turkey breast,
corn bread sage dressing, 'seasoned green beans, *baby carrots, baked potato, Wisconsin
cheese soup.
Wednesday - beef tips in
mushroom sauce, *fish filet
almondine, 'breaded chicken
strips, 'tender noodles, brocpilaf,
coli casserole, rice
'steamed yellow squash, Italian wedding soup.
Thursday - Domino's pizza,
'sour cream baked chicken,
meat loaf, 'new potatoes, corn
pudding, 'tender spinach, vegetable medley, cream of broccoli soup.
Friday - prime sea strips,
broccoli beef Wellington, 'grilled
chicken Caesar wrap, crispy
potato wedges, 'steamed zucchini, 'green bean-carrot blend,
cheesy potato casserole,'chicken gumbo.
Saturday - 'stuffed peppers,
'confetti chicken casserole,
chopped steak with gravy,

Theatres

NO CHECKS

www.globalmtglink.com

Holiday
& New Year
Resolution
= Less Debt

• Refinance by Combining
1st & 2nd = Lower Payment
• Flexsayer 1st Mortgage =
4.75% interest Only*

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC 16

Blade: Trinity
R- 1:00 - 3:25 - 7:30 - 9:50
National Treasure
PG - 1:25 - 4:00 - 7:10 - 9:40
Spongebob Squarepants
PG - 12:35 - 2:20 - 4:05 - 6:45
Alexander
R - 8:30

izens is a United Way agency.

'Grabal
NPTtgage
N Link c

• Debt Consolidation =
Pay off Credit Cards & Loans

1 DOS Chestnut St

gravy, cole slaw, biscuit, marganne and Moon pie.
Thursday events include
Strength and Stretch Class at
8 a.m., Shuffleboard League at
9:30 a.m. in the gym and
Canasta at 12:30 p.m. Our
Christmas party will begin at
11:30 a.m. Baked ham, sweet
potatoes, green bean cassemargarine and
role, roll,
ambrosia will be on the lunch
menu.
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m.,
Stride with Pride Walkers at
10 a.m., and Open Bridge
begins at 10 a.m., but come
early to form your table, The
ROMEO group will leave at 11
a.m. to eat lunch at Lacy's in
Benton. On the lunch menu
will be sliced turkey breast,
creamy corn, broccoli, roll, margarine and apple cobbler.
Murray-Calloway Senior Cit-

Home
Auto
Farm
IRAs
Nursing Home

INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
www.kfbmurray.com

'Example s100000rs.395 83 pe,rnonit
'Rates vary Pnrne Rate Less 25%

(270) 753-7407
111 N. lir St.

rq

Suite B • Murra%

Christmas With The Kranks
PG - 1:15 - 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:30
Ocean's Twelve
PG13 - 1:05 - 3:40 • 7:15 - 94,5

The Incredibles
PG - 1:20 - 3:50 - 7:00 - 9:25
Polar Express
G - 12:50 - 3:05 - 6:55
Bridget Jones
R - 9:00
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762-0207
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm • 605 S. 12th St. •
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Friday, December 10
Saturday, December 11
Sunday, December 12
Noon to 5:00 p.m.
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wation, wini right om Rt. 712 and go 52 miles to the
Oki Newberg Rd.Taw left up the kill and go
3 tenths of a wile to lle Dogwood Pottery sign.
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GIVING
Presented by the Music Ministry of the
First Baptist Church, Murray
203 South Fourth Street

Sunday, December 12
10:55 a.m.

State revenue
receipts total
ahead of usual
FRANKFORT, Ks. AP) —
to
Kentucky's
Receipts
Zeneral Fund jumped in
November, largely because of a
timing matter, but are still running a bit ahead of schedule for
the first five months of the fiscal year.
figures
According
to
released Friday, the General
Fund took in $623.8 million in
November, or 10.5 percent
more than the same month a
year ago.
Much of the jump can be
. attributed to the timing of
. Thanksgiving from year to year
because in 2003 receipts
received just before the holiday
were not counted in November.
Without the property tax
bump. total growth would have
been just 3.4 percent, budget
director Brad Cowgill said.
The official forecast for the
2005 fiscal year that ends in
June calls for growth of 3.9
percent. Because of the healthy
growth so far, receipts only
have to grow by about 1 percent• for the remaining seven
months of the fiscal year in
order to meet projections.
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Holidays are an
opportune time
for criminals

Toys for Tots

-

•10."'
itTin
.• *

Special to the Ledger
The holidays are to be a joyous time spent with family and
friends. As the Christmas holiday nears, so does the stress
from our preparations for the
holiday. We attempt to add
multiple tasks in our day to day
lives, which includes shopping
for last minute gifts.
While most of us are in the
spirit of giving, there remain a
few who see this as an opportune time for crime. Burglars,
muggers, and pickpockets see
this as an opportunity because
they understand people are
more careless during the holidays and they have more goods
to take away from their victims.
Law enforcement agencies
see a significant increase in burglaries and thefts during the holiday season and for that reason I
would like to share a few tips to
help keep you safe this holiday

- ••

Photo provided

Pictured from left to right are Corporal Jason Carver, United States Marine Corps; •
Ray Pawlowski, Commandant of local Marine Corps League; and Todd Dalton,
Manager of Big Lots. Pawlowski presented Corporal Carver with checks for the
Marine Corps Toys-For-Tots program to purchase discounted toys at our local Big
Lots store. The money was donated by members of the Billie Ray Walston
Detachment of the Marine Corps League.

season

IF YOU ARE TRAVELING

if
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Sewing By Steven
9?,ee1

nie.u:ow

Don't Lose It...Use It!
Before year's end, use it for:
• Eye Exams • Glasses • Contacts
• Sunglasses

Eyecare Specialties

gt sitsscription to
the Murray Ledger & Times.

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 5. 12th St. • 759-2500

0 DAYS ONLY come by
office on December 16 & 17
nd receive a $6.00 savings fo
a One Year Subscription.
1 Year - $81.00-

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Officials have temporarily
stopped searching for the body
of a 10-month-old girl lost in a
creek, McCracken County
Coroner Dan Sims said.
They hope to resume the

114t ISTMAS
Open
CAKIENsits
SHI BAR & GRILL!
6.38 N. 12th

1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
753-1916
www.murrayledger.com

54., Marra

• Mt.: 270-753-3788

Mon.-Thum.: 10:30
Fri. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m.-11 p.m.•Sa44110.
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MI Criminals sometimes pose
as couriers delivering gifts.
• It is not uncommon for
people to try to take advantage
of others' generosity during the
holidays by asking for charitable donations when charities are
not involved. Criminals may
use the recent terrorist attacks as
a sympathy approach.
•Use a peephole to see who
is at the door and don't answer
for someone you don't know.
•Ask for identification and
a phone number to call the company, which the person states he
or she represents. Call information or check the phone book to
assure it is not a phony number
with another criminal on the
line.
•If you are unsatisfied with
the organization, don't give
your money, wait and contribute
to a charitable organization you
wish to help at a later date.
• If you feel unsafe or
unsure about the person at your
door, call a neighbor to step outside and call the police.

Search for missing baby
temporarily suspended

Flex Account lnsuran

Great
Stocking Stuffed

IF A STRANGER COMES
TO THE DOOR, BEWARE

• Place your lights and
stereo or television on a timer
II Ask a neighbor to watch
your home, shovel snow, and
park in the driveway from time
time. Make it appear there is
to
leaders
have
far,
elected
So
proven unwilling or unable to activity at your residence.
MI Either stop your mail and
make significant changes to the
tax system. Several efforts to newspaper or have a neighbor
try in recent years — in or friend pick it up daily.
• Allow sufficient time to
Alabama and Oregon, for
safely arrive at your destination.
example — have failed.
• Motorists are urged to
At its heart, said Paul
slow down and use courtesy TAKE A HOLIDAY
Carolina
state
Luebke, a North
when traveling.
representative and co-chair of
•Always be aware of seat INVENTORY
that state's House finance com•The holidays are a good
belt safety and please buckle up.
mittee, is a desire to have it
time
to update-or create-your
▪ Make sure child safety
both ways: government servic- seats are installed properly.
home inventory.
es without paying the price.
Take photos or make videos
IN Remember to always uti"There's no free lunch,so who lize a designated driver when of items, and list the descripshould pay?" he asked.
needed.
tion including identifying
His question creates difficult
MI Keep speeds within the marks and the serial numbers,
and politically unpopular choic- posted speed limits.
'which will help police identify
es about corporate taxes and
and recover items. Keep the
shifting taxes to services, along IF YOU ARE OUT FOR THE
detailed list in a safe place
with harder looks at income EVENING
where it can be obtained in the
taxes and sales taxes, he said.
is Turn on a radio and lights event of a fire or blifilary of
The only other way out, law- or television so it looks like your home. '
makers said, would be a return someone is home.
As always, Kentucky State
to the soaring revenue growth
II Make an extra effort to Police will conduct traffic
of the late 1990s. But several lock windows and doors
enforcement during the holiIII Don't display gifts and day season to help motorists
experts said that would be very
expensive items where they can make it safely to their destinaunlikely.
State governments suffered be seen from the outside.
tion.
more persistent damage than
Troopers encourage citizens
the national economy in the lat- IF YOU'RE ARE SHOPPING
to assist officers in keeping the
III Remain alert and aware of roadways safer by reporting
est downturn, with revenues
still at only 94 percent of their your surroundings.
suspected impaired drivers by
IN Park in a well-lighted
2000 peak, according to Nick
calling toll free 1-800-222Jenny, an expert on state space, and be sure to lock the 5555. Just report the direction
finances at the Rockefeller car, close windows, and hide of travel, a description of the
Institute of State Government shopping bags and gifts in the vehicle and the license number
trunk.
in Albany, N.Y.
In Avoid carrying large and the police will take it from
After the dowkturn of the
there.
early 1990s. it °WY-look one amounts of cash; pay with a
The troopers and staff from
card
whenever
check
or
credit
year to rebound to the same levthe Mayfield Post wish everypossible.
els — largely because states
III Deter pickpockets and one a happy holiday season
were willing to raise taxes more
Don't over- and encourage all to make time
purse-snatchers.
quickly and more heavily, he
burden yourself with packages. to get together with families,
said.
Be extra careful with purses and friends, and neighbors. Also
"This is the reason states are
wallets. Carry a purse close to remember the spirit of the seahaving so much trouble just
your body, not dangling by the son by helping someone who's
getting their budgets to work,"
straps. Put a wallet in an inside less fortunate.
Jenny said.

State revenues mixtiire of good, bad news
By ROBERT TANNER
AP National Writer
The fact of the matter is it's going to
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) —
States are finally starting to see take us a lot of years — of an extremely fast
their economies pick up speed,
but persistent challenges — to growth in revenues — to dig us out of
provide health care, education this situation.
and more — left lawmakers
unsettled Thursday as they
— Sen. Bob 'such, D-Wisc.
gathered for a national meeting.
The good news greeting sevextremely fast growth in rev- mates upward less than half
eral hundred legislators was
enues
— to dig us out of this way into the fiscal year, which
that revenues, the lifeblood of
begins for most states in July.
situation."
each state's economy, are
He and about 350 other state
In.other signs of gowth:
improving neairTy
eryWhere
lawmakers were in Savannah
• Forty-eight states reported
— though they are not back to
for the annual meeting of the a stable or optimistic revenue
the level they were at a few
National Conference of State outlook. Two years ago, it was
years ago.
Legislatures. Hundreds more the reverse, with 38 states
The bad news is that states
staff, policy experts, advocates either concerned or downright
could wind up in the red again
pessimistic.
next year because of rising and lobbyists joined them to
issues facing the states,
•Only three states reported a
costs,
particularly
for discuss
with most legislatures begin- budget gap,compared to 31 two
-Medicaid thejoint state-federal
rung their sessions next month. years ago.
health care program for the
The growth comes after two,
The conference's 50-state
poor.
fiscal survey found that the three and even four years of
"The statistics are rather
flow of money into state coffers severe financial problems that
encouraging, because the econthis yeat is on target or forced many states to scale
omy is coming back," said so far
above projections in all but back their budgets, dip into soDemocratic state Sen. Bob
thrfttes. Revenues are so called rainy day funds, and
Jauch of Wisconsin. But "the
strong that more than half the raise taxes and fees.
fact of the matter is it's going to
But the upturn helps only so
states have revised their estiJake us a lot of years — or an
much, many legislators and fiscal experts warned. The states
are suffering because of a combination of damaging developments that leave them less able
to provide the fundamentals
• Drapery
people expect, from education
• Specialty Rods
• Custom Bedding
to roads to social services, they
•
•Upholstery
said.
• Accessories
• Design Service Available
First off is the nation's con• Custom Blinds
tinued evolution away from a
Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks
manufacturing-heavy economy
to
one fueled by services, inforCall For Appointment 270-753-6361
mation and high-technology.
The tax systems created in the
past 50 years don't capture the
new economic activity, said
Ronald Snell, a division director at NCSL.

coat pocket or front pants pocket.
III Shopping with kids? Take
a friend to assist and teach children to report to a clerk or security guard immediately if they
become separated.

search in a couple of weeks
when water levels go down.
Sims said Thursday/ night.
Rescue workers- and volunteers have been searching for
the Katie Gray since Nov. 30,
when her parents say they lost
her in the flooding waters of
Massac Creek.
The family tried to cross the
creek in a sport utility vehicle,
but the vehicle stalled and the
girl's father, Johnnie Gray, has
said that he accidentally let go
of Katie in the water while he
and his wife tried to get her to
shore.
He said the water took his
feet out from under him and he
lost his grip on Katie's car
seat.
The creek, as deep as 25
feet in some areas, rose .5 more
inches Thursday. Sheriff Frank
Augustus said after searching
the creek's banks on his all-terrain vehicle.
Until the water levels fall.
Augustus said, "we're really
just ... wasting our time."
Cadaver dogs, however.
will cantinue to search. the
banks, Sims said.
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Family resource centers needing Santa Project sponsors
Did you know... The
Family Resource Centers at the
Murray
and
Calloway
County
Schools
are
still
needing
additional
sponsors
for their
Santa
Projects?
To help as
an individBy Lisa
ual, family
Satterwhite
or group
Assistant
with this
Director
effort
of
Murray/Calloway getting
County Chamber Christmas
of Commerce
needs
to
children in
the area, contact the Murray
Resource Center at 759-9592 or
the Calloway County Resource
Center 762-7333.
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Coming Up Around Town
• Santa on the Square:
Today. noon - 3 p.m., Dec. 18,
11 a.m. - 2 p.m., Dec. 22, 11
a.m. -2 p.m., Dec. 23, 11 a.m. 2 p.m., Dec. 24, II a.m. - 2 p.m.
•AQHA Horse Show, West
KY Expo, Today. 9 a.m., Dec.
12, 8 a.m.
• Rape Crisis Center for

Murray is offering Free Holiday
Wrapping to Raise Awareness
and
Volunteers, Books-AMillion, Paducah, Today and
Dec. 18, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
•WKMS 91.3 FM features
Brian Wilson's SMILE from
Carnegie Hall. Tonight. 9 p.m.
le Christmas Cantata. First
United Methodist Church, Dec.
12, I I a.m.
II Kappa Tour of Homes,featuring the Cowans, Joneses and
Karvounises, Dec. 12, 2 p.m.
IN
String
Preparatory
Program Recital, Performing
Arts Hall, MSU, Dec. 12, 2
p.m., free admission.
II 12 Days of Christmas,
local groups singing Christmas
carols
in
Central
Park
Schoolhouse, photos with Santa,
through Dec. 15, 762-0350.
• Three Wise Men & A
Baby, Children's Christmas program, First United Methodist
Church, Dec. 15, 6:30 p.m.
• MSU Lady Racers vs.
Arkansas-Little Rock, RSEC,
Dec. 17, 7 p.m.
• MSU Commencement,
RSEC, Dec. 18, 10 a.m.
111Cookies with Santa, Center
for Health & Wellness, Dec. 18,
2 - 4 p.m.
II "A Christmas Carol",
Playhouse in the Park, through
Dec. 18, call 759-2199 for tickets and times.
•'Tis the Season, Golden

Pond Planetarium, through Dec.
19, show times vary, for more
info.: 270-924-2020, visits with
Santa as well as group rates
available.
II "Hope Has Come... a
Christmas
celebration",
Westside Baptist Church, Dec.
19. 3 p.m. & 6 p.m.
III Christmas Alive!, First
United Methodist Church, Dec.
19, 7 p.m.
•MSU Racers vs. Delaware
State, RSEC, Dec. 22, 7:15 p.m.
II Christmas in the Park, a
spectacular Christmas light display from local businesses.
MCC Central Park, through
Dec. 26.

Upcoming Open
Houses/Grand Openings
IN A Grand Opening will be
held by the Lighthouse Christian
Bookstore located at 605 South
12th Street on December II
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. The
bookstore will offer refreshments, special singing, hourly
giveaways, Bible drawings and
their usual discounted prices on
gifts and books. Come celebrate
the season with Lighthouse
Christian Bookstore. The public
is invited.
• An Open House. ,for the
community at The Academy of
Cosmetology Arts is scheduled
for Thursday. December 16

Tenn. tax study recommends
income tax, cut 7 percent sales tax

Santa Project Toy Drive
*
our

NASHVILLE.Tenn.(AP) —
After two years of work, a commission said that Tennessee
needs to cut its 7 percent sales
tax and replace it with an
income tax.
The commission, recognizing
it enters into politically treacherous waters by even asking lawmakers to look at an income tax,
said it doesn't expect the proposal to gather any steam until
Gov. Phil Bredesen's second
term — or later.
Breclesen. a Democrat elected in 2002, already distanced
himself from the commission,
saying a day earlier that it was
carry-over from his predecessor
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LISA SATTERWHITE?Chamber photc,

Felecia Myers, owner and Georgia Oakley, director of The Academy of Cosmetology
Arts on Main Street recently hosted a ribbon cutting. Setting a higher standard in educational expectations as a Pivot Point School and offering complete hair, nail and skin
services, The Academy can be reached at 753-6944 for class information or appointments.
from 4 to 7 p.m. Owner Felecia will also be available for becoming a member of the
Myers, her staff and students inquiries about their January Murray-Calloway
Counts
invite you to see Murray's 2005 enrollment. Contact The Chamber of Commerce or hostnewest state of the art training Academy at 753-6944.
ing a Chamber event contact
facility and enjoy holiday
Tab
Brockman
or
Lisa
refreshments. School counselors
For more information on Satterwhite at 753-5171.

and the contentious income tax that push it as high as 9.75 perdebates that destroyed a few cent in many cities. The compolitical careers. He said he mission said the grocery tax rate
doesn't feel an obligation to should be lowered from 6 perheed its advice.
cent to 4 percent.
Senate Majority Leader Ron
The commission said the
Ramsey promised the income state also needs to lower busitax plan would get a "cold" ness taxes.
response.
The income tax, graduated
But the 19-seat commission. from a low of 3.5 percent to a
with just two dissenting votes, high of6 percent, would replace
said the state can't keep relying the lost revenue.
on a sales tax that unfairly forces
A family of four earning less
poor people to carry too much of than $140,000 would pay less
the tax burden.
under the new system, while
It said the state needs to cut those earning above that figure
the state sales tax to 6 percent. would start paying more under
from 7 percent. and eliminate the plan. commission estimates
local government sales taxes said.

Check Presentation

Photo provided

Kopperud Realty held a company breakfast and toy drive for the Family Resource
Santa Project. In addition to toy donations, individual members of the company
sponsor families either individually or through their churches. Bill and Kathy
Kopperud also contribute an average of 1,000 books each year to the Santa
Project in memory of Joe Nell Rayburn and Dr. A.H. Kopperud.

InBusiness

Vinson joins Money Concepts International
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Mark C. Vinson has joined
Money
Concepts
International.
Inc. as a
Financial
Advisor, he
holds
Securities
Licenses
Series
7,63,65,24,
and Insurance
licenses in Life Health; Property
& Casualty. His office is located
in the Heritage Bank where he

is the Vice President of Heritage
Solutions in Murray.
Money Concepts was formed
in 1979 is a World Wide
Network of Financial Planning
Centers' keyed to individual,
family and business financial
planning.
Vinson graduated from
Murray High School in 1977.
and received a business degree
from Murray State University in
1981.
He is a member of the First
Baptist Church; a member of
NCA A
Murray
State

Intercollegiate
Athletics
Council, and a coach for Little
League Baseball, Basketball and
Football.
He lives in Murray with his
wife Becky and two children.
Kelli 16, and David 12; his parents are Mancil and Anne
Vinson.

Photo provided
Pictured. from left, is Larry Bartling, Vice President and General Manager Small
Engine Division of Briggs & Stratton Joanna Bailey, Briggs & Stratton United Way
Campaign Co Chair Peggy Billington, United Way Director Sherrie Holbrook, Briggs
& Stratton United Way Campaign Co Chair Alice Rouse, United Way Campaign
Chair, and 2004 Rodney Bohannon, Briggs & Stratton Plant Manager. Briggs &
Stratton presented a check for $15,000 as a corporate sponsor of United Way. The
employees of Briggs & Stratton pledged over $42,000 through payroll deductions.
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SO or OLDER?
Here's some good news!
State Auto's PRIME OF LIFE Plan rewards qualifying policyholders
with substantial auto and homeowners premium savings and enhanced
insurance protection. That's coverage for fewer dollars.
Contact our agency to learn mote
about this exciting program.
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1546 Spring Creek Drive
Beautifully decorated home in Spring Creek Oaks. The great room
of this four bedroom home features hardwood, fireplace, high ceiling, built ins and surround sound. Spacious kitchen with tile flooring, white cabinets, planning desk and pantry. Add a first floor
master suite, stylish kitchen and bonus room to this mix and this is
a home for easy living. $224,900 mls 421175
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270-753-8355
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McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451
Westaide • Court Square

Dun McNutt, AAI

Grog McNutt

Mike Young
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Outdoors
TVA assists anglers after bi rains
Man, have we had some
rainfall!
It must have rained at least
10 inches in the past two weeks.
However, the Tennessee Valley Authority has done a marvelous job of getting the water
through and down the Ohio
River.
We were
at 355.45 on
Tuesday. A
rise to 356.6
on Thursday
should have
kept us in
the
fishcatching
business.
Fishing
One problem could
Line
develop
By Jerry
soon, howMaupin
ever.
The main
Outdoors
river chanColumnist
nel is a dark
chocolate color from all of the
silt and dirt that has been
washed into the main river miles
below us. Should the input
become more than the output,
we will see the main body of
water become dark and muddy.
That would be very bad for
anglers throughout Tennessee
and Kentucky. It would really
upset our local anglers, who
are catching some off the finest
crappie they've seen in a couple of years. The bass and striper
fishermen would not be happy

either.
For the past month, these
great food species have been
on a feeding campaign, which
has made us all proud. We
have been out a lot, finding
schools of white stripers chasing and gulping down the shad
as fast as possible.
The largemouth bass, and
sometimes the smallmouth, are
doing the same things with a
different twist. Sometimes there
is no surface action to help
locate these fish. You sometimes
have to rely on your knowledge and wits.
We must not forget that no
matter how hungry these gamefish are, they will not eat until
the phase of the moon is in
the right position. I don't deny
that we can catch a few when
the phase is bad, but most
often you will agree that you
should have stayed off the
water!
When an object resembling
food passes by in close proximity, sometimes the fish will
strike it. More often than not,
they won't strike. But doesn't
keep us from trying to succeed.
A moon phase will change
hourly. Maybe the fish are not
feeding when you first go out,
but they will begin to eat as
soon as the moon changes positions. Check the phases before
you go out.
I have been surprised the

past two weeks at how totally aggressive the crappie have
been. I fished with John Emerson again. We found some good
crappie that were willing to
take our roadrunner jigs. It was
like w,e had gone back in time
to the heyday of crappie fishing!
We found crappie at practically all depths. Even though
a cold front was moving through
the area, we caught them on
roadrunner jigs. Again. I was
amazed at how many young
crappie we were finding at
each location.
I know most of you are
very careful about handling
these young crappie. I know
you don't want to damage them
any way. They are the future
generation, so please release
them carefully!
John and I were also looking for the active rockfish
stripers that were schooling
around the shad pods. I caught
a good one at the first place
we stopped, but the current
was so strong that the shad
were going past them like bullets.
We gave it enough time to
be sure there were not any
more rockfish there. Then, we
chose to get off the main lake
and got back into the bays. It
.was a good move on our pan
because we found some largemouth bass chasing the adult
threadfin shad.

We have been casting
crankbaits into these areas and
catching our share of good bass
while they are actively feeding. I did throw a spinnerbait
once and hooked a big bass
that was actually more than I
had prepared for.
There is a major rule that
says you should trim off at
least six feet of line before
you tie on another lure. Well,
I was in a hurry and didn't
have time to trim my line.
About the third cast, I saw a
little roll of water where a
shad burst out, fleeing for its
life!
I made a soft cast. About
three turns of the reel later,
the spinnerbait bogged down
as if it had struck some moss.
Instinctively, I set the hook
because I had the feeling that
this was a big bass!
Nothing moved for a couple of seconds. Then, a huge
boil erupted with a huge bass
in the middle of it! It is locked
in my mind as if it were on
film forever.
The bass and the water separated, and I automatically
turned the line drag to loosen
it because this was a big bass!
After a couple of twists and
turns, the bas was back in the
water with a full head of steam!
That fish went about 10
feet. It was taking line very
nicely, but suddenly my line
went slack. I was numb for a

few seconds because this was
supposed to 1* the picture of
the year I reeled in. Sure
enough, my line had tiny nicks
in it about four feet from the
break. I knew then that I had
not trimmed the line before I
tied on the spinnerbait.
It was totally my mistake.
The big bass had another lure
for its trophy collection! I can
visualize a big bass calmly
resting beside its favorite -trophy.'stump about 10 feet deep.
Hanging from the stump, there
ware numerous crankbaits, jigs,
worms, lizards, buzzbaits and
OM brand-new white spinnerbait! I can even see a big
smile on the bass — then I
wake up!
All of this happened before
I fished with Emerson. But
think he did lose a crankbait
that day. That's when I thought
about that spinnerbait. It isn't
as vivid now, but it will not
be forgotten.
We caught some good bass
as John had the hot hand for
a while. During this time, he
hooked a huge fish and was
really excited about it. Finally. it came to my net. He had
caught an 8 or 10-pound white
perch. The wind was bad at
times, but the timetable had
changed. We ran out of fish
and time, so we came in and
made some pictures.

My lovely wife. Jeanne, and
I also went out on a fishing
trip. We found the crappie to
be even more fun than before.
However, the main river channel was a dark, muddy brown
color.
' We were still casting roadrunners, and the crappie were
in the mood to eat them just
about everywhere we looked.
The main lake still had a stiff
current as the water from the
rain continued to come through
via Tennessee.
All we had to do was find
our prepared fish beds. When
we did that, we found the crappie and bass waiting. It was
so much fun to be out there
with Jeanne again. We had a
great deer season, and this was
our first chance at crappie this
fall.
We tried some areas where
the currents usually place
stripers and bass. But evidently there had been so much
water coming that the bass
were not fighting it.
Again, we found a good
number of very young crappie
that were hungry enough to
take a roadrunner. We saw several eagles each day, and that
is a bonus any time. We are
so blessed to have this wonderful area and all of the
resources to enjoy it.
Happy Fishing!

Plenty of chances left for hunters
cap and a vest that can be
seen from all directions. Blaze
orange in a camouflaged pattern is not permitted.
The limit remains one buck
per season per hunter, regardless of method. In most areas
of west Kentucky, however,
hunters may take as many
antlerless deer as they wish to
buy permits for. Since there
are areas that are seriously
overrun with does, hunters could
do themselves a huge favor by
thinning the antlerless herd
instead of shooting a small buck.
Someone at the KDFWR
remembered finding a new gun,
boots or hunting coat under
the tree on Christmas morning. As a result, we now have
the Free Junior Hunting Week,
Dec. 26 through Jan. I. for small
game. For budding deer hunters,
there is the Free Junior Hunting Weekend Jan 1-2.
Both junior hunts are for anyone age 15 and under as of
the day of the hunt. During
the junior season, youths may
hunt with a firearm without a
license or deer permit. Youth
hunters must be accompanied
by a non-hunting adult while
deer hunting. however.
This free weekend applies
to residents and non-residents
alike. Anyone under age 15
may hunt without license or
permit. Statewide harvest regulations still apply. however.
Deer taken must be tele-checked
with KDFWR.
For
waterfowl hunters.
hunters under age 15 are exempt
from buying a license, Kentucky
waterfowl permit, or Federal
Duck Stamp during the free
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week of hunting.
So far. the KDFWR has
recorded 110,500 deer harvested for the 2004 season. The
harvest ratio for bucks/antlerless deer is almost even, favoring bucks only slightly. The
target is somewhere around
125,000 deer.
After the late muzzle-loader
season and the free junior weekend, the total should be close
to the target number. For those
who advocate bow-hunting only
for the Commonwealth, the stick
and string crowd has taken
only 10 percent of the total
take so far.
One tenet of Kentucky's deer
program involves the application of common sense by deer
hunters. Although most of west
Kentucky is under Zone I regulations that allow unlimited
doe harvest, not all areas of a
Zone 1 county can sustain limitless harvest. This is where
individual hunters have to act
responsibly and refrain from
over-harvesting an area that
does not hold as many deer.
Just because the regulations
allow as many antlerless deer
as you can shoot doesn't mean
you should strive to shoot every
deer you see. The idea is W
.
have a healthy, sustainable herd
that will provide enjoyable hunting for years to come.
In areas that have far too
many antlerless deer, drastic
reasures are needed to improve
lie quality of hunting. Signs
of overpopulation include a visible browse line reaching about
five feet on trees and bushes.
a "slow" or late rut with few
visible rubs and scrapes and a
large number of fawns born
late into the season.
Although it may sound illogical. reducing the population
of does in areas that are over-
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populated will result in more
bucks that use the area and a
more intense rut as bucks compete for the available does.
Of course, the best way to
insure that you will see large
bucks next season is to allow
the younger bucks to live. By
far, the greatest number of bucks
killed every season are just
growing their first rack, usually spikes and forkhorns.
Contrary to popular thought,
basket-racked deer are not old
deer in decline or deer that
have bad genetics. They are simply bucks that are on their
way to having a great rack,
but are less than 2-years-old.
The secret to having big.
trophy-racked deer is not fancy
feeding programs or expensive
minerals. A big buck needs
one thing the grow a large set
of antlers — age. Most bucks
grow their first good rack at
two-and-a-half years.
If the buck makes it past
this age (a big "if') he will
continue to grow larger antlers
each season for the next four
or five years, barring injury.
These are the deer with rocking-chair racks of which hunters
dream. But there is no way
possible for a deer to grow a
good rack if he is killed during his first or second year.
So get out and enjoy the
late muzzle-loader season for
the next nine days. While you're
at it, make plans to take a
young person hunting during the
free small game hunting week
and/or the free deer hunting
weekend.
It's a long time to wait from
Christmas until the next deer
season to try out that new gun
or hunting outfit. Above all,
hunt safely and have fun.

Combined Experience and Excellence
for more than 36 years
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Part Two of the statewide
muzzle-loader season for deer
begins today and stays open
through Sunday. Dec. 19.
The season was lengthened
last year to include two weekends for black-powder enthusiasts. This
comes
on
the heels of
the new late
season henturkey eradication program. Dec.
4-10.
The rules
and regulaIn The
tions for the
late muzzleField
loader seaBy Kenny
son
are
Darnell
essentially
the same as
Outdoors
for modern
Columnist
gun season.
except hunters are limited to
using front-loading firearms
only.
This means that any firearm
capable of being loaded through
the breech (the end opposite
the muzzle) is not allowed.
There is no restriction on type
of powder, style of muzzleloader or the use of telescopit sights.
' The Commonwealth allows
hunters to use everything from
Daniel Boone's old flintlock
tp the ultra-modern inlines that
use smokeless powder — as
tong as powder and bullet are
tuffed down the barrel from
the muzzle.
Hunters must wear the appropriate amounts of blaze orange.
This includes at least an orange

gan poses with a limit o rabbits she
took while hunting with trained hawks on a recent

outing.

David Waldrop of Murray took this 14-point, 185pound buck on the opening day of deer season
last month in Trigg County. Waldrop's deer had
a gross antler score of 189.

fOR All YOUR

gavrms wog.

• Bait & Tackle
• Arms
• Scopes
• Ammunition • Bunting Clothing 4, Knives
• Binoculars
• Archery
• Licenses
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Finley, Ortiz join new teams [SCOREBOARD
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ANAHEIM,Calif.(AP)— Just down the growth, all those things put more money in ested in Pedro
Martinez and said he received
road from the Magic Kingdom, major the marketplace," Mets general manager
a telephone call Thursday from a familiar
league teams toyed with trades and focused Omar Minaya said.
voice — David Wells.
on free agents as the winter meetings began
Carlos Beltran, Adrian Beltre, Jason
Boston, coming off its firm-World Series
Friday.
Mirka and Derek Lowe are represaued by title since 1918, offeradra one-year contract
Russ Ortiz, Steve Finley and Richard Scott Boras, whose clients have not reached
to Wells. The Red Sox also hope to re-sign
i
Hidalgo found new deals until later in the offseason in recent
Martinez and Varitek.
teams, though there were years.
"I'm sure before all the players are off the
no trades announced as
Yankees general manager Brian Cashman board, there will he players
for whom the
of mid-evening.
expected to talk Friday night with Boras and
Arizona, coming off a with other top agents during the weekend, price is right for the Boston Red Sox,"
111-loss season, set the including Scott Shapiro, who represents Boston GM Theo Epstein said.
Sammy Sosa, Mike Piazza, Barry Zito,
free-agent pace for the Carl Pavan°. Cashman also said Yankees
second straight day, pitching coach Mel Stottlemyre and staff ace Tim Hudson and Shawn Green have all been
agreeing to a $33 mil- Mike Mussina were to have called Pavano in mentioned in trade talk, but it appears Randy
Johnson and Kevin Brown won't be going
lion, four-year contract the past week.
.
with Ortiz in an effort to
"He just needs some time to see where any where soon.
The Diamondbacks said Friday that
complement
Randy his heart is," Shapiro said.'
Johnson in its starting rotation.
Anaheim, Baltimore, Boston, Detroit and • while Johnson had asked them to explore
Finley, who started last season with the Seattle also are competing for Pavmo, who trading him to a contender, they expect the
Diamondbacks and finished it with the pretty much has ruled out returning to the 41-year-old left-hander will remain in
Dodgers, moved down Interstate 5, agreeing Marlins.
Arizona.
to a $14 million. two-year contract with the
The Yankees pulled out of talks last
"At this point in time, I'd say it's very
Anaheim Angels.
slim," Shapiro said. "Ultimately, I don't week, saying Arizona's asking price was too
And the *Texas Rangers agreed to a $5 know if they have the financial resources to high. and it's not clear whether the Big Unit
million. one-year deal with right fielder compete as the market has matured to a cer- would waive his no-trade clause to go anyRichard Hidalgo. who split last season tain level."
where else.
between Houston and the New York Mets.
New Arizona chief executive officer Jeff
New York is close to an agreement with
As for the biggest names, agents Jaret Wright on a $21 million, three-year Moorad said the talks were over and would
appeared to be holding back, waiting for the deal, and Cashman would like to get at least not resume unless -they choose to remarket to rise even higher.
one other starting pitcher this weekend. He's engage." Cashman, in turn, said it was up to
"When you look at last year's attendance been talking with Eric Milton, remains inter- the Diamondbacks to call him.

Local middle school squads compete on hardwood
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The
Calloway
County
Middle School seventh grade
girls' basketball team improved
to 5-2 on the season with a 3120 victory over rival Murray
Middle Friday afternoon.
Averee Fields paced the Lady
Lakers with 15 points. Haley
McCuiston followed with six,
while Ellen Robinson added
four. Allison Jones, Emily
Chrisman and Whitney Gardner
had two each.
Kristen Boggess, Katie
Tindell, Layla Choate, Teela
Etheridge. Tori Winchester,
Haley Edwards, Kara Smith. Ali
Love, Morgan Smotherman and

McKaylon
Kelsey School's seventh and eighth
and
Newberry all played for CCMS grade boys'squads split a pair of
but did not score.
games this week.
Sarah Crouch led the Lady
The seventh grade Lakers
Tigers with seven points, fol- topped rival Murray 36-30 on
lowed by Emily Benson's five. Friday.
Erin Sanders followed with four.
Trell Willis paced the Laker
Emily Denham and Morgan effort with a double-double,
Graham added two apiece. scoring 21 points while pulling
Kathryn Wilson, Karlee Wilson, down 24 rebounds as Calloway
Elizabeth Dawson. Lauren (8-2)overcame first-half deficits
Dieleman, Karlie Tabors. Aliana of- 13-4 and 20-1110 claim the
Mikulcik, Amanda Winchester victory.
and Maria Speed all played for
Wes Hounshell followed
MMS but did not score.
Willis with six points — all of
Calloway is scheduled to host which came in the fourth quarNorth Marshall in a girls-boys ter. Austin Lilly tossed in three
doubleheader on Monday. points, while Hunter Seay,
beginning at 4:30 p.m.
Austin Hargrove and Justin Hill
CMS Boys
each added two.
Calloway County Middle
In Thursday's eighth grade

III Lady Tigers
From Page 10A
Rechelle Turner, a win wes
v.in.
"We'll take it," Turner said.
"I thought it was a very ugly
game played by both teams. But
I think it came down to effort
and who wanted it more. That
was the difference for our kids."
The Lady Marshals, playing
their fifth game in four days
after
competing
in
the
Honeywell Tournament at
Massac County (III.) High
School, had a chance to tie the
game with two seconds left
when Thurman fouled Alyssa
Doom and sent her to the line.
The 5-foot-10 sophomore
forward missed the front end,
and her second toss was wide
right. That ended any chance

that the Lady Marshals could
force an overtime period.
Garland nailed a jumper with
2:12 to play in the fourth to put
the Lady Tigers up 37-32. But
Emily Gann drained a 3-pointer
a minute later to get Marshall to
within two.
On the ensuing possession,
the Lady Tigers turned the ball
over with a little more than 30
seconds remaining. committing
their third turnover of the final
period. Instances like that made
Turner realize there are still
some kinks to work out.
"There were several opportunities down the stretch when we
could have put our heads down,"
Turner said. "We made
turnovers we don't normally
make, but they stepped it up

contest, Benton edged CCMS
44-41.
The Lakers trailed in every
quarter. falling behind 14-12
after one period of play and 2519 at the halftime break.
Calloway was behind 40-33
entering the fourth quarter
before comiing up just short
despite a 9-4 scoring edge in the
final stanza.
Kwame Duffy was the
Lakers' leading scorer with 13
points. Chris Dobbins tossed in
eight, while Jamey Gream added
six. Jordan Bumpus had four
points. Daniel Hopkins and
Casey Brockman each added
three. Willis and Joseph Kelly
netted two apiece as the Ulcers
dropped to 10-2 on the season.
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KHSAA BASKETBALL SCORES

Friday's scores
BOYS
wsflCo,5O.Mo0'oeCo 48
Belay Layne 72, Men Central 55
COMIC 71. Harmony Academy, Ohio 57
Grant Co. 53, Uoy0 Memorial 50
Graves Co 60, Paducah Tilghman 57
Johnson Central 56. Sheidon Clark 44
Latcher 89, Hazard 80
Lou. Collegiate 67. Burgin 44
Lou. Iroquois 57, Lou Central 56
Lou Moore 70. Lou. Atherton 52

Lou. Seneca C.Lou. Fens Ciro* 54
Multiyear%)South(W, Grayson CO 47
ONO Co. 66, Whilseville Trinity 25
Oklharn Co. 94, Fredenck Frani 55
Owen Co 84. WIllemstown 81
Owerasboro Catholic 44. Owensboro 36
Perry Co Central 75, Leslie Co 136
Red Bed 75, Riverside Christian 44
Shelby Co 52, Western His 42
South Floyd 81. Knott Co. Central 76
Walton-Verona 59, Boone Co 56
Washington Co 42 Manon Co. 32

Phillips: Improvement
at UK could come quick
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
New Kentucky offensive coordinator Joker Phillips said
Friday that his system won't be
predictable and will emphasize
the strengths of the players in
the system.
"The way I've always
approached the job is to just
relax and roll the dice and do
what you do best." Phillips said
in his first meeting with the
media since being promoted this
week by head coach Rich
Brooks. "I'll find out what we
do best."
There wasn't much of anything Kentucky did well offensively this season. The 2-9
Wildcats ranked 115th among
117 NCAA Division I-A teams
in total offense (275.5 yards per

game) and 114th in scoring
offense (15.7 points per game).
Still. Phillips is positive
about the Wildcats' future and
Said they could qualify for a
bowl game as soon as next sea
son.
"It could happen next year.'
Phillips said. "I think we've got
some things in place and a lot of
people returning. What we've
got to do is add a good (recruiting) class this coming year."
Phillips. the
Wildcats'
recruiting coordinator and wide
receivers coach the past two seasons, played for Kentucky from
1981 through 1984. during
which time the Wildcats went to
the Peach Bowl and the Hall of
Fame Bowl.

Lakers
From Page 10A

games."
While it may he too early to
compare the 2004-05 Lakers
with the program's last two
squads. Birdsong admitted that
good things appear to be in his
team's future.
-This team is more like the
team from two years ago," he
said. "Last year. we were a big;
slow team. But ibis-teammuch better offensively, and out
skill level is higher. ... This
team doesn't have the toughness
that last year's team had, hut
think we can get there."

will then host the three-day
Laker Holiday Classic before
breaking for Christmas.
According to Birdsong. the
early-season schedule has provided his ball club with a good
mix of games.
when they had to, and that's who knew all along that her sen"We've had two easy wins
what it's about."
ior has had the ability to score.
(Ballard
and
Christian
After taking a one-point (20-The thing about Katie is, it's
Fellowship)
and
two
tough
ones
19) lead at the intermission, the all about confidence," Turner
Lady Tigers still found them- said. "This year her confidence (Lone Oak and Paducah
selves up by a digit at the end of is growing. and I've been telling Tilghman)," he noted. "The
three, 31-30, mostly because of her that she's got to take those good thing is that we've played
the • 6-of-8 shooting from shots. She put us on her back in four games, and we've won four
Garland.
the second half and did an out"We had to create space for standing job.
the shots that we weren't hitting
"She's capable of doing that
in the first half," Garland said. every night. It loosens things up
-They were leaving me open, for other people. I felt like our From Page 10A
and I had to take advantage of it. senior leadership down the going, one
of our guys would
I just take what the defense stretch was great. Thurman.
pick up a foul," Hudson said.
gives me. I saw that it was open Volp and Garland — that's what "But we're
showing progress
and my shots were going in, so I we have to have."
each and every game. We didn't
kept shooting."
The Lady Tigers do not play back down. At the same time,
This is the third game in again until next Friday, when guys like Tim have
to step up
which Garland has led the Lady they travel to Louisville to com- and take
over. I think as the seaTigers in scoring. Her efforts are pete in the Bulldog Classic at
son goes on, you'll see that
not going unnoticed by Turner,. Male High School.
change."

Tigers ...

TIGERS 51
Marshall Co
19 11 17 19 — 86
Murray
11 12 14 14 — 51
Marshall Co. (68) — Ard 19, Payne,
Donohoo
12 Newcomb 9.
Crouse 3
Palmer. Milan-vs 1, Allantten 2. Mattock
/0, Smith 10 Carlson, Spa:eland F(1:
21-44 3-point FG: 2-10 (Donohoo.
Newcomb) F1't 22-31 Rebounds 31
Fouls: 18
Murray (51) — Hudson 2. Tnce 15. Volo,
Mc-Cuiston 3. %Hons. Ti Masthay 19,
Buck 2. Jackson 7 FG: 17-43 3-point
FG: 3-13(Tnce 2 McCuiston) FT: 14-25
Rebounds 28 Fouls: 23
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RACER BASKETBALL 2004-2005
RACER BASKETBALL WITH MICK CRONIN
MONDAY,DEC. 13 AT BIG APPLE CAFE
Don't miss the inside scoop on Racer Basketball!
RADIO SHOW begins at 6 p.m. and is followed by a
Q&A sessio-n with head coach Mick Cronin.

NEXT HOME GAME DECEMBER 22

Murray Ledger & Thum
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SPORTS
Duo paces Laker rout
•Tindell, Futrell
combine for 45
in CCHS victory
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Calloway County Lakers are obviously a long way away from earning a third
straight trip to the First Region Tournament
finals.
But if Friday night was any indication,
head coach Terry Birdsong's squad has got a
good head start in that direction.
Behind the dynamic inside-outside duo of
forward Trey Tindell and point guard Chase
Futrell, the Lakers ran their record to a perfect
4-0 by blasting visiting Ballard Memorial 8441 at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Tindell (24 points) and Futrell (21) combined for over half of Calloway's points in the
rout, which saw 12 Lakers put points on the
scoreboard.
"Those two kids are awfully good," marveled Birdsong of Tindell and Futrell.
"They've played a lot together through the
years, and they were definitely on the same
Lisa
and
(34)
Garland
Katie
teammates
Murray High
(Friday)."
page
Thurman embrace after the Lady Tigers outlasted Fourth
Futrell scored eight of his points in the first
District rival Marshall County 37-35 Friday night at the quarter as CCHS raced to an early 12-5
MHS gymnasium. Garland led all scorers with 18 points.
advantage and extended that margin to 23-9
heading into the second period. The Lakers
led by as much as 19 points(34-15)in the second quarter before closing the half up 39-25.
Birdsong substituted liberally in the second half, watching as Calloway outscored the
Bombers 20-11 in the third stanza to take a
59-36 advantage into the final eight minutes.
The CCHS lead reached as much as 43
points on two occasions— once at 81-38 and
again with the final score.
The Lakers dominated offensively, scoring
21 field goals from inside the 3-point arc
on
By MICHAEL DANN
LADY TIGERS 37
to only six for Ballard. Calloway hit six treys
Sports Writer
Marshall County 35
in the contest, including a pair each from
Katie Garland has established Murray
08 12 11 06 — 37
Futrell and T.J. Hargrove. CCHS finished 24a new residency.
11 08 11 05 — 35
Marshall Co
of-34 from the free throw line.
She now lives at 18 Baseline Marshall Co. (35) — Creason 10, P
10. Canup 6, Mitchell 3. Gann 3.
Despite his team's near-flawless effort,
Drive. Eighteen for the total Doom
Bock 2. A. Doom 1, Fisk Beasley. FG: 13number of points she had, and 41 3-point FG: 3-15 (Mitchell. P Doom, Birdsong did point out one deficiency in the
the address is where she camped Gann) FT: 6-14 Rebounds 18 Fouls: Lakers' play.
"These types of games are tough because
out on the floor to lead a second- 14
Murray (37) — Garland 18, Thurman 13.
half surge in lifting the Lady Dunn 6, Volp, Sears, Huston, we knew this was a game we should win. If
you don't do everything right, it can be a litTigers over Marshall County 37- Cunningham.FG: 14-47. 3-point FG: 435 in a key Fourth District 20 (Dunn 2. Thurman 2) Fr: 5-6, tle frustrating," he explained. "Defensively, I
didn't think we did a good job in the first half.
showdown Friday night at Rebounds 30. Fouls: 12.
The game as a whole wasn't But we corrected that at halftime."
Murray High School.
The Lakers will take a few days off before
Garland, a 5-foot-8 forward, for the faint at heart, as both
had 12 of her game-high 18 teams found problems scoring hosting Heath on Tuesday night. Calloway
points in the second half as from the floor.
•See LAKERS Page 9A
Murray (3-1) and Marshall
Murray High won its first regular-season matchup against last (3-3)combined to shoot 30 peryear's First Region champs cent from the floor on 27-of-88
shooting. The Lady Tigers were Ballard
since the 2002-03 season.
36 — 59
25
9
Lisa Thurman scored 13, 14-of-47 for 29 percent. Calloway
59 — 41
39
23
while the only other points came Marshall County was 13-of-41 Ballard Memorial (41) — Rogers 16. Barrow 10, Rentrow
8, Lawrence 3 McDaniel 2, Newton 2 FG: 11 3-point FG:
from Christina Dunn on two 3- for 31 percent.
5(Rentrow. 2, Rogers 2, Lawrence) Fr: 14-22.
Although for the players on Calloway (54) -- T Tindell 21. Futrell 21, White 10,
pointers. Breanna Volp, Whitney
Sears. Jordan Huston and the winning side, coached by Hargrove 9. Streetman 5. Adams 3, Bumpus 3, Murdock 2,
Perry 2. Berbench 2. Miller 2 FG: 27 3-point FG: 6
Mallory Cunningham all played
(Futrell 2. Hargrove 2, White, Streetman) Fr 24-34
but didn't score.
II See LADY TIGERS Page 9A

Lady Tigers edge
4th District rival
Marshall Coun

r
tmes photo
arms of
outstretched
the
avoid
to
tries
Tindell
Trey
toward
senior
Calloway
a Ballard Memorial defender on this shot attempt in the low post during
Friday's action at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The Lakers easily defeated the
Bombers 84-41.

Marshall loss drops Tigers to 04
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
All things considered, one
has to look hard at Murray High
School's boys' schedule to fine
one reason why the Tigers have
started the season 0-4.
Friday's 66-51 loss came to
Marshall County — one of the
many tough opponents that
Murray High has faced thus far
in the early going.
A season-opening 75-37 loss
to top-ranked Second District
opponent Caldwell County was
followed by a 73-57 loss to an
upbeat Lone Oak squad. Then, a
hiccup on Tuesday to Fulton
County (64-56) didn't cause
Tiger head coach Dan Hudson to
throw in the towel.
"Right now,I think we are 20
points better than we were at the
beginning of the season," he
said Friday..
The Tigers were led in scoring by senior guard Tim
Masthay's 19 points on 5-of-15
shooting from the floor, while
Kenneth Trice, a freshman
guard, reached double figures
with 15 points on 5-of-10 shooting from the floor and 2-of-5
from 3-point range.
• The Marshals put four playen in double figures, with
game-high honors going to
Daniel Ard. The 6-6. 210-:pound
junior scored 19 points on 5-of15 shooting and went 9-of-11
from the foul line. Ard grabbed a
team-high 12 rebounds in leading the charge.
Sawyer Donohoo had 12
points, and both Jakob Matlock
and Landon Smith had 10 points
for the Marshals. Matlock was
5-of-5 shooting on the night.
Hudson does tel a sense of

-

Murray High forward Tim Masthay works the ball upcourt against the defense of
Marshall County's Jacob Matlock during Friday's Fourth District matchup at MHS. The
Marshals won the game 66-51. Masthay scored a team-high 19 In the losing effort.
Marshall jumped out to a 19- od points en route to a 13-point
accomplishment after holding
4rd to less than 20 points. At the 11 first-quarter lead. But Murray lead. But the Tigers fought back
onset, that was part of the game did what it could to close the gap to close the gap to within five at
in the second quarter, outscoring 39-34 with 3:21 to play after
plan.
by
buckets
"We knew we had to contain the Marshals 12-11 while get- back-to-back
Ard," Hudson said. "Our whole ting seven points from Masthay. Masthay.
In the third. Masthay tacked
The Tigers went into the
game plan was to make their
other guys step up and make locker room trailing MCHS 30- on eight points and Trice added
six to get the Tigers to within 10
someone else score. We thought 23.
Marshall(2-1)cranked up the at 47-37.
if we did that, we'd have a
"Every time we would get it
chance. And we did have a heat in the third quarter. feeding
Ard the ball for nine third-peri- •See TIGERS Page 9A
chance."
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Davis, Hoosiers
hope for better luck
against Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — It wasn't a score anyone
expected in a game between two longtime college basketball
powers: Kentucky 80, Indiana 41.
It's been a year since Kentucky routed the Hoosiers in
Indianapolis, but Indiana coach Mike Davis said he'd not
thought about his team's lopsided loss to the Wildcats in the
interim until Thursday morning, when the Hoosiers (2-3)
began preparing for their game Saturday against No. 10
Kentucky (5-1) at Freedom Hall in Louisville.
"We've had so many tough games, you have to look at
what you have in front of you," said Davis, whose squad
already has played — and lost to — North Carolina,
Connecticut and Notre Dame this season. "That game (last
year) probably was over from the beginning. We never
showed up to play in that game last year."
Davis repeatedly scolded his players on the court during
last year's game, then skipped his usual postgame press conference and spent nearly an hour in the locker room before
emerging to speak with reporters.
Still, Davis said, the Hoosiers didn't seem too flustered by
their worst defeat in the 47-game series against Kentucky or
especially motivated now because of it.
"Nothing embarrasses the new generation," Davis said.
"Nothing embarrasses these guys. It is just a matter of us
preparing them to play games."
Last season's Indiana-Kentucky score might have been an
aberration, but the result certainly wasn't. Kentucky has
owned the series in recent years, winning 11 of the last 13
games since the series began alternating between neutral sites
in Indianapolis and Louisville.
Asked why that's been the case. Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith started talking about the changes in Indiana's coaching
staff in 2000, when Davis took over for the fired Bob Knight.
"Before that. I don't know," Smith said. "We've just been
lucky."
Kentucky swingman Kelenna Azubuike, who's scored 20
or more points in his last three games, said it won't be hard for
the Wildcats to take Indiana seriously, last season's result
notwithstanding.
"Last year is over. It's a new year," Azubuike said.
-They've got a different team, so we've got to see what they
do this year and try to go in and play a good team."
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.75 Column lack 60% Discount 2nd Run
40% Discount 3rd Run.
3 14r 'dna Run Nation r!

$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide;

PLACE IQUE LINE AD ANL/ II WILL APPEAR QN
THE WEBSITE Al NQ MBA CHARGE

VMS

I

Used Truett
Campers
Boats & Wore
Samosa Ottared
Rae Coition
Tobacco & Sambas

\

..2.5 int a ay - 20 w. . or ess
Over 20 words LSO each
Additional Consecutive Dame &Al per word per day.
•
-hoppiog Gude)WO extra for band box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reji,

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Murray Public Works & Utilities
Wastewater Division
2004 Industrial Wastewater Discharge
Violations:
Morningstar Foods (Ryan Milk Co.):
Accidental discharge which resulted in a
pasa-through at the Murray Wastewater
Treatment Plant(June '04).
Status: Currently in compliance with

Discharge Permit limits.

Help Warded

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is a klightl in hcalihcarc
the Western Kentucky region with the mission or virovidintz
quality healthcare in a caring arid cost-effective manner.
MCCH is a public. not-for-prolit, ors and county owned
hospital offering 105 acute care beds as well as a Long Term
Care

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

RN
Job Ssunmaiy Ls responsible for asicurnent, nursing
diagnosis and planning the nursing GAIT for those patientassigned to hisaher ..are Is responsible for implementing And
evaluating the plan ot care through performance and/sr
leadership of personnel Supports hospital and nursing
policies.
Emarainksim; Graduate of associate, diploma. or
,
1 ....calaurtate dews nursing program.

Now accepting
applications for a parttime service manager
Apply in person
at Nick's
616 N. 12th
Murray

LPN
job,iiinasaw Works under the direction ot the RqOaccrcd
Nurse. Panitipmes in planning and implernenakagthe nursing
process as assigned.
Brklispollems Graduation from an accredied schwa ci
practical nun I

For more information on available positions. please
visit our "rebate at:
worw.murraylawapitaLots
Ofitt a lOtllpfehal.Ve compensation and benefits
package Interested Applicants, resume preferred
electronicalry ro,L14,:onuoubotguaLcite.

Dtwers8 Owner Operators

SWIFT
TRANSPORTATION
HONE WEEKLY!

%stunm cart be vent to Human Resources. Mearre-Callorray Counts
Hasps:U. 1503 Poplar Storm Wee.

KY 42071.

Great Lakes
LOST: WHITE mare,
German Shepherd. no
collar, last seen Dec. 4
in
South
Hardin.
Reward. 270-210-1710

Maw .

Repots)Rom
411 Ile MN llar YAW
*owing Pay haws&
Aiso Hiring to M Dividers
-.l Low Cost COL rtaig 1

o
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Warded

Al opportunity. Loca
company office help,
phone skills necessary.
FT or PT availability.
flexible hours
Call
Monday before noon
226-9600
MEDICAL
Office
Assistant required for a
busy practice. Will train
for high expectations
that we have for this
position. LPN. CMA. or
non-licensed person
with office experience
Salary
competitive
Apply
Wendy.
(270)527-2560
MURRAY Art Guild
seeks Director. Part
time position for arts
and community advocate. Self initiator with
strong organizational
Skills, Grant writing
experience
helpful.
Knowledge of Microsoft
Word and Excel. Send
resume with references
to: Debi Danielson,
Murray Art Guild. 103
North Sixth Street.
Murray, KY 42071
Deadline: Jan. 1, 2005.
For more information
call 436-2533
OPTOMETRIC assistant
needed
Experience preferred
but will train. Send
resume to. P.O. Box
1040-C, Murray, KY
42071
PART-TIME
Church
SecretaryMondayFnday 25 hours weekly Send resume: First
Presbyterian Church,
1601 Main Street,
Murray. (270) 7536460.
SIRLOIN
Stockade
now hiring daytime
waitress, cashier, and
dishwasher.
Please
apply in person 641 S
Bet Air Shooing Center
753-0440

EOE
was SiveTrudonWoescon
WEBSITE
management position. Local
company seeking qualified,
self-motivated
individual to join E commerce
website
management
team
Tasks include add'
of new products,
tent updates and photo
editing. Advanced programming not required:
HTML and graphic
development a plus.
Full-time
position.
Competitive pay. Mail
resume to: HR, 1120
Tyson Ave.. Pans, TN
38242.

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

WINN&

In
persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

WILL clean houses
offices,
businesses
Reliable, excellent references. 767-0954
WILL clean houses
Expenenced Just in
time for the holidays
270-519-5315
WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction, remodeling, floors, windows,
kit,
baths,
etc
Experienced.
4365914. Valerie
WILL do house cleaning, party set up. etc
Reasonable rates, reliable' 436-6028

ma_

mime

Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.

CLEANING houses is
my business
Cal
Linda 759-9553
WANT to clean houses Reasonable rates
293-1631

DAY care for sale
Serious inquiries 'only.
Call 270-759-2524

•

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

1-800-231-5209

licalisip

Articles
For Sale
12'X8' wooden shed
$900 0130 Stacy 7536729
4-40' Heavy Duty clear
span roof trusses with x
braces All for $500
753-3619
CONVERSION
II
Elliptical/Stepper, like
new. $125.00.
(270)759-2185 or
(270)293-3416.

PUBLIC NOTICE

Lost aid Found

150

Please No Phone Calls
Physical Therapist Assistant &
Certified
Occupational
Therapy
Assistant. Medco of Paducah in
Paducah, KY is seeking a full-time PTA &
COTA. Our 103-bed facility has recently
been remodeled and has a large & supportive therapy staff. We own & operate
our facility making all positions In-house.
We offer excellent benefits, competitive
hourly rates & a Monday - Friday schedule. For additional information contact
Jennifer Weimer. 800-395-5000 x8254,
Fax: 414-908-8143
Email: Jweimer extendicare.com
EEOC

F

IRM to Buy

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluminum. Key Auto Parts.
753-5562

Openings now and in 90 days - Software firm seeking
Customer/ Technical Support Rep w/ great phone &
computer skills. Health ins., 18 paid days oft/ yr. retirement plan. Send resume to galeepowerclaim.com or
Hawkins Research, 406 N. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071

umtIIIuy
CASH paid for
good. used guns_
Benson Sporting
Goode, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
DO you have older car
or truck you don't
need" Will buy at book
price. Solid, nice condition only. 270-7533672
Want to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Gail (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

KRAMER
Electric
Guitar & Peavey amplifier Includes padded
carrying case stand,
music book. strap
Under 1yr old, mint
condition Entire set
$200 753-2563
WANTED:
Guitarist
and bass player for
blues/rock band Call
John 437-4437
YAMAHA snare drum &
bell kit. $250 Pearl
Forum Senes complete
drum set. $500 Zildpan
17- crash cymbal,
$150 drum set &
Zildjian cymbal. $600.
753-3611 after 5-00 or
leave message.

1BR, carport
WiD
hook-up, no pets
$325/month 753-6931
or 293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118

4 bedroom house. 1. 2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment, all appliELECTRIC
ances including washWHEELChlAin
er/dryer. deck with outAttn Medicare Medicaid,
side storage Excellent
& Private insurance
Location' (270)759Reagents. Now Available
5885 or (270)293-7085
fa those who have mobility
EXTRA nice 2br, 2.5
restrictions that
bath, well located
quaff
2-0
duplex, large carport,
Free too. packed
1405B
Mobile Homes For $ib
Valleywood,
1-800-225-4336
C/G/H/A. appliances
12X55, 1BR, clean, furfurnished. 20x21D storEMBROIDERY Singer
nished
with
age garage in rear
appliances,
Quantum
XL 100,
must be moved. $5.000
Extra large kitchen &
hoops, factory backing
dining area. 759-3772
rolls, easy lettering pro- 0130. 615-331-3144
Buccaneer
1998
FORREST
View
gram with several other
deluxe 16x80, 3br, 2 Apartments 1213 N.
programs, PSW sys16th St.. now accepting
bath, appliances, electem included, pattern
scanner, all books. tric, beautiful home. applications for 2br
Call (270) 489-2525
townhouses, basic rent
$4.200 080. Excellent
condition. (731)6421999 Fleetwood 2BR, $360/ month. Call 7531970. Leave Message
5763. cefl (731)7071BA, C/H/A. 753-4801
1627
LIVE Oak Apts.
AWESOME CLOSE
-- Newly Remodeled
FREE
OUT SPECIALS ON
1BR $29000
GET a free 4-room
ALL
2004
SIN2BR $34000
Satellite System. DVR
GLEWIDES & DOU3BR $42500
& HD receivers availBLEWIDES!
$100 deposit special
able, 6 months free HD
Land/home packages
package with Dish
available'
731-584- for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Network. America's top 9429
Mon-Fri
60 w/local networks
BRING your deed - 0%
Call today for appointonly $29.99 per month. down. Financing availment
Cat Beasley Antenna &
able. Cat Keith Baker
753-6221
Satellite for more info
Homes. 731-644-00121
call 759-0901
NEW 1 BR apt $150
800-533-3568
deposit on Brooklyn Or
FREE L.P. Gas fill with
CALL Keith Baker
20 lb tank purchase
Homes for a large (334) 419-6066 (205)
361-4763.
B&B Brokers 753- selection of singlewide
4389
NEWLY redecorated
and
doublewide
NEED Carpet or other
homes. 731-644-0012. 2BR, 1 bath, appliances
furnished.
floor covenng? We've 800-533-3568
CM/A, 1 year lease + 1
got it at a bargain at COME by Keith Baker
mo deposit. no pets
Carpet Plus Service. Homes in Pans. TN
753-2905
Christmas is almost
See what Santa has for
here. Hurry' Buy it now
NICE 2BR duplex, no
you with the purchase
and we will get it
pets 753-7457 or 436of a new home Call us
installed
before
731-644-0012/ 800- 6357
Christmas and we will
533-3568
NOW LEASING
do it nght. Come to 51
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
Keystone
Dr
in
We accept Section
Like new, has fireplace,
Mayfield
or
call
8 vouchers
set-up includes well &
(270)251-0646.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
septic' Call 731-584PERMANENT make- 9429
902 Northwood Dr
up. $65 full eyeliner, gift
Monday,
GET
YOUR
NEW
certificates available
Wednesday, Friday
HOME TODAY WITH
Details in Benton. 270Phone 759-4984.
"0" DOWN FINANC994-0289
Equal Housing
ING: Call 731-584Opportunity
PIANO $400 060, reg- 9429
r DD #1-800-648-6056
ulation size pool table
LAND home packages
with accessones $450
RED OAKS APTS.
Call
Keith
Baker
060. 436-5866
Special
Homes in Paris. 731$100 Deposit
TRAMPOLINE tyr old
644-0012
800-5331BR From $2803
like new $100 753- 3568
2BR From $325
5791
PREOWNED
1995
Call Today!
TV'S
Fleetwood 16x80 3
753-8668.
COME by & check out
bedroom. 2 bath. Keith
our large selection of
Baker Homes, Pans,
TV's and home elecHouses For Rent
731-644-0012, 800tronics. Plasma. LCD. 533-3568
DLP & Projection TV
2BR house, central
furniture also available.
H&A. wd hookup, no
Homes For Rant
Beasley Antenna &
pets. 753-2259. 527Satellite 500 N. 4th St..
8174. $550 a month, 1
NICE 2BR
mobile
Murray, KY
month deposit
home and lots for rent.
YERF-DOG Go-Kart
28R, 1 bath, remodNo pets. 753-9866
Perfect
condition
eled, lake view. about
Hardin 2BR, 2 Bath
Under 1yr. old. 2 seater
minutes
25
from
$350/mo + deposit
w/2 racing helmets.
Murray
W+0 fur437-4443/437-4228
Paid over $1,300. Must
nished. $300
mo
sell $600. 753-2563
Water
included.
Lease+deposit
required. No pets
1 & 2BR apts available
(573)281-0023
or immediate occu2BR. IBA, CM/A,
pancy Please call 753CHRISTMAS Sale
garage, washer &
New shipment of living 8221
dryer, 404 N 17th.
room suites, mattress- 1 bedroom apt for rent
$550/month,
$325
es and roll-a-ways. 270-293-4597 or 753deposit. 753-5126
Save on all furniture! 5463
2BR. 753-4860. 753Furniture 1 OR 2br apts near
Carraway
1502
753-1502
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
2BR. large living room.
MOVING sale Many 753-4109
carport. dean, 504 S.
items, appt only. 759$425/month,
1BR apt available, all 11th.
8333
appliances furnished. $300 deposit 759Mur-Cal Realty. 753- 1987
4444.
3BR, 1 bath. refrigera1BR, 1 bath W&D. tor, stove & dishwashrefrigerator. stove & er. carport & 2 car
FIREWOOD ph# 436
dishwasher $325
1
garage,
C/H/A
5504
month free 759-8780
Located 4 miles south
of Murray. 1 year lease
required, deposit. no
FURNITURE
pets 1575 00 month
Open Mon-Fri. 9-5; Sat, 9-2
436-2113

RILEY'S USED

We buy and sell good
used furniture

38R, 28A, deposit
$450 per month 270354-9312

VISA

Calloway Garden/Essex
Apartments

Do 1.5 ns

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units Available
*Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
Houses For Reid
36R, 2BA, Hazel area
appliances furnished
$400 rent with 5300
deposit 753-9723
Storage %Mei;
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

For Sale
408 Sunbury Circle
753-0020

HUGE
YARD
SALE
522 S. 6th
Saturday,
Dec. 11
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

YARD SALE
6429 Hwy. 641 S.
1 mile north of
Hazel
Thurs.-Sun.
7 a.m. till
Old & rare Coke &
toys New Power
Wheels. love seat,
end tables &
lamps. misc

cosimorical prop Mr rent
Real Estado
OFFICE
or
Pieta,
space for rent. 404 N
4th St. 850 sq.ft or
more. Ready to show.
Call 759-3772

AKC Boxer puppies
ready to go 527-9375

FOR sale. 23 acres
with boat dock 2 feet
from KY Lake. 20
acres, 23 acres at deer
hunting paradise. Night
270- 436-2921. day cell
270-514-4148
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer.
$125.000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
GOLDEN retrievers, 7
weeks old, had shots
vet checked. $100
489-2597
HORSE for sale 3
15 fenced acres north
years old, very friendly.
east
Murray.
of
rides good $500 00
$60.000 753-1940 or
270-527-7910
978-0523
REGISTERED Aussie
195 acres, joins TVA at
pups. They will be
ready for x-mas
Wildcat Campground.
county water & power,
(210)293-4683.
good hardwood and
REGISTERED Boston
Terrier puppies $300 pine timber, exc. hunting 12701871-2834 Of
each. 759-2484
(270)748-2808
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037 GREAT hunting on 80
731-642-5151
acres with 48R house
SUGAR gliders ready in need of TLC Has
and
barns
for Christmas. Lovable, pond
270-753exotic pocket pets Cal $150,000
4109. 270-227-1545
762-0179
UKC Arnencan Eskimo
puppies,
miniature.
born 10/18 $250 3958396 or 205-0562
igock
ROUND ball hay. $15
436-2810
Ywd Sale
INDOOR Avon and
stuff sale Fridays and
Saturdays 9arn-6pm or
appointment
by
through December 18.
2004.
New
items
added weekly. 3528
Pottertown Rd. 4365900

C
IL For Sets
28R
with
vertical
duplex behind Great
investment $65.000
270-753-4109. 270227 1545
BUY or lease Beautiful
2 BR condo on the
lake,
great
view
(270)554-8731
READY for you!!!
Charming 3 bedroom
brick. 2 living areas
fireplace, appliances.
C/H/A,
workshop,
allraCING lerideaaping,
514%WIWI.1270)2037653. Also*(Grey's)

ttitta .1* •
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Ilmscopes

•

2004 F-250 Lariat
extended cab, long
bed, diesel power
stroke, 4-WD, loaded
including power seats.
leather, and CD player.
78,000 miles, garage
kept. no scuffs or
scratches, has computer chip, pnce $21,500.
Call 753-8087 and
leave message
1989 Chevrolet 4WD.
LWBase. 70,000 miles,
Jasper motor, transmission rebuilt 2003,
burgundy
& black,
excellent work truck.
$2,200. 752-0018

NEW
CONSTRUCTION 3-bdr. 2 bath, formal LA, OR, family
room, kitchen nook,
whirlpool, & separate
shower, master bedroom, covered front
porch & back porch
Brick, fireplace, Timber
Trails
subdivision,
nearing
completion.
753-1500 after 5:00.
$182.500

i

llercyclas & &Ws

2004 KX250 Kawasaki
asking
new,
Like
$5,000 OBO 731-2475648, 731-336-0514

BodsI Naas
1111
11sed Cars
[
16 ft. Alumacraft wi 35
hp Evinrude. Avery
Quickset Duck Blind:
approx 5 dz. duck
decoys. 436-2810

DeVille
CADILLAC
2002 white diamond, 1
owner warranty until
2006, 32,000 miles
753-3787

111351
Savices Pared
[
2001 Honda Accord
EX-L, 4-DR, Green,
41K. fully loaded,
Honda certified used
1/04, extended warranty 12/07 $15,000. 2938073
2001 Taurus, black,
PW. PL, tilt, cruise,
spoiler. tinted windows.
condition.
good
121,xxx hwy miles
$5,200 293-5753
1990 Eagle Summit
$1,000 blue. 2-door
hatchback, 4-speed,
clean inside and out,
runs good. new computer, new tires Call
753-1017

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

86 Mercury Lynx. 4cyl, auto, good cond.
Call 753-6205

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors.
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353

1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear
AC. 4 captain's chairs,
new tires, everything,
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition. Call 7679442

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Used Trucks

CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.

1977 GMC pickup
make good farm or
work truck $1,250 Call
753-9413 after 4PM or
leave message

CATHY'S
Custom
Wallpapering. Need
help? Call cell. 270978-0569, home: 270492-8342.

Roofing Metal

13NJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
or Plus, all repairs for
home and business
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAUUNG
Public Or Contract.
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839
Rubbish
JUNK/
Removal, clean out
attics, garages, yard
waste, etc (270)4892583
LAYTON
Hudson
hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work
753-4545 or 492-6265
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal -Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
-Got Dirt?'

753-5827
LET us repair your old
furniture, inside painting
and
staining.
Estimate given. Phone
435-4682

K&S EQUIPMENT
Mechanic &
Hydraulic work on
semi trucks, farm
equipment, backhoes, etc.
Specializing in
brake and hydraulic
repair. We make
hoses.
Call 753-7909
or 767-0014
NEED help moving?
Experienced, referrals,
free estimates. 270703-2942
&
Right.
QUICK
Painting, House work,
Yard work, Odd Jobs.
(270)761-2559
RESICOM
Contractors,
LLC.
Home repair, renovation & building services, concrete & tile, vinyl
siding & replacement
windows.
270-2272115, 270-436-5764

WE SERVICE

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Ward-Elkins

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock.
#1 & *2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064• 270-247-8844

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Viri)I Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*Vve Use Hol Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

David Borders
(2701 767-0313 or 1270) 527-7176

SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work
Free estimates Call
767-0958 and 270519-13570
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.
560
Fru Cohan

3 year old male dog.
Jack Russell Terrier.
Obedient and trained.
767-0493

GE ProfileTM
30" Range

Amy..

It!"
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"Mom Will Love You For

'We Service Al! Brands'

Model CIEIP4t,

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

INCREDIBLE VISION
A gas permable bifocal contact lens that reolly works. You cannot get
this quality of vision from any other source such as Lasik Surgery,
monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or glasses

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
We ore having 85% success with these lens and have 98% of prescription lenses in stock
Successfully fit- $590.00
$50 if not successful
If you ore now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge to
come in and try these lens
H.C. Denham
Optometrist

270-753-4576
312 N 12th St • Murray, KY 42071

ALLIED

HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by oilers? Rh* as a call or come by ow office!

• We have programs that allow as to say "yes"
to your home purchase Of refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approvall

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

mv-drarraoallin.a.mt

laansies Nor
BIRTHDAY
for
HAPPY
Monday, Dec. 13, 2004:
You have the wherewithal to
build your financial strength this
year, if you so choose. Much
that you will do stems from a
personal transformation that
marks this year. In fact, some of
you might already be on your
spiritual journey. Avoid control
games of all types, because you
cannot win. Note whether you
are the controller or the controllee -- the only person you
can control is you. Process your
anger rather than swallow it. If
you are attached, your relationship will benefit from more
openness. Share your feelings.
Also work together to achieve a
long-term goal or desire.
CAPRICORN gives you good
but conservative advice.

SF
MASH'S LOW SALT

HAM
(Butt Portion $1.09 lb)

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You cannot back off or
delegate. The ball lands in your
hands. Fortunately, others are
cooperative, even if they might
be slightly distracted. Review different concepts with the possibility that you might have missed
an option. Tonight: A must
appearance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Think past the obvious.
Investigating and finding new
solutions produces A-1 results. A
partner or an associate provides
a completely different outlook.
Take his or her opinion into consideration. Brainstorm away.
Tonight: Put on some Christmas
music.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Listen to an associate,
especially concerning work,
finances and a joint project. You
might discover that someone will
willingly change his or her opinion or attitude as a result of what
he or she learns or hears.
Tonight: Snuggle in.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Others run with the
ball, and you might as well step
back. In fact, by observing, you'll
learn a lot about the people
around you. Dive into work and
revamp your schedule or
approach. Tonight: Accept an
invitation.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You could get fed up with
all work and no play. Somehow
the resourceful Lion manages to
squeeze in a fun lunch or midday
call. Still, don't lose your focus.
Get as much accomplished as
you can, allowing for more free
time later on. Tonight: Get some
exercise.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Listen to someone you
care about. He or she proves to
be unusually resourceful and
encourages a period of ingenuity
and creativity for you. A relationship strengthens with some flirtation. A friendship might be
changing before your very eyes.
Tonight: Pretend it isn't Monday.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Pressure continues to
build on the home front. You
might need to rethink your ideas
or expectations. An expenditure
might be hard to avoid, but in the
Ionil run, it will increase the value
of your home or an investment.
Tonight: Cuddle in at home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Reach out for others.
You find that key information falls
into your hands. Follow your
instincts when dealing with those
around you, especially during
meetings and phone calls.
Revamp your budget if need be.
Tonight: Stroll through a favorite
neighborhood.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Your finances could cause
you to change plans or revamp
your thinking. Something could
cost much more than you had
anticipated. Be willing to say
'no.' You might be iriitated by
another's demands. Tonight:
Take a hard look at your budget.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You are the cat's
meow, as you can nearly dictate
your terms today. The smart
Goat will use diplomacy and
charm to achieve the necessary
results. Others find you to be a
magnet, and might not be able to
stay away. Tonight: As you like it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** Keep information and opinions close to your chest. You
have a lot to think about, especially involving an authority figure. Use your instincts, especially if he or she is being touchy.
Your perspective of what you
want and who you want to be
around could change dramatically. Tonight: Vanish.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** A boss could reverse
his or her position. Work with this
person and find out what he or
she expects. Try to understand
where this decision might be
coming from. You'll succeed
because of your willingness to
adjust and work with others.
Tonight: Where the crowds are.

Great For The Smoker

FROZEN TURKEY
BREAST

WHOLE
PREMIU
SIRLOIN TIP SPIRAL
USDA CHOICE
HAMS
(SOLD IN BAG ONLY)

_

99
$
1
ma Card

• PRIVATE SMACTION
YNIONNA HOMY
ON MINIUM MOM
• MASKS NOM GLAZED
OS DROWN SUSAN
• TYSON HIMONT 111101UU1

Naas Card

lb.

lb.

TRUI1M-TREE OR
HOLIDAY HOME DECOR

HOLIDAY
FRUIT BASKETS

Selected Varieties

Selected Varieties

99

surchse es

AND
-UP
•w-

16" BOYS BICYCLE
"ICURTIS
DVD PLAYER

O GIRLS BICYCLE

99
each

each
4
99
KROGER IMMIX OR JUICE
Assertsd Varieties • Mastic hell ease

KELLOGG'S CEREAL
Selected Varieties • 10.1-200z apex

KROGER SUGAR
Meandeted S

KROGER GRADE A EGGS

KROGER VEGETABLES

Large or Extra Large- dozen
-soial•=1

Selected Varieties • 14-15.25 oz can

PILLSBURY °RANDS,GOLDEN
BISCUITS OR ITALIAN BREADS

LIBBY'S VIENNA SAUSAGE

Assorted Varieties • 10-17.3 oz can

With Card

5 az can

20

Mot c•nii

for

ITEMS AND PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE DEC 12 THROUGH DEC. 14.2004 IN
/141/1,10;MPOS
4111r1V
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. COPYRIGHT 2004.
KROGER DELTA MARKETING AREA.

Murray Ledger & Times
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What's the follow-up
for colon cancer?
DEAR DR. GOTT: How
inany years after surgery should
post-op examinations be carried out? I thought an appropriate follow-up
might
be
Once

lb.

lb.

Or

even twice.
My husband had a
colon cancer removed
four years
Dr. Gott ago. He is
still expected to visit
By
Dr. Peter Gott his surgeon
once a year
in addition to being examined by his oncologist every
six months). This seems to be
overdoing it a bit. Am I simply being too feisty?
DEAR READER: Surgical
follow-ups depend on many factors, including the reason for
the original operation, the
patient's concerns — as well
as his age and general health
status — and the surgeon's commitment to providing appropriate care.
In my experience, one or
two office visits should suffice — especially if your husband meets with his oncologist on a regular basis.
For the sake of completeness, I should mention that
some profiteering surgeons continue to churn patients in order
to squeeze more money out
of insurance plans. Needless
to say, this practice is unprofessional as well as unjustified.
I'm in no way suggesting
that your husband's surgeon is
engaging in unethical behavior. However, I believe that
you should ask him when your
husband can give up the office
visits and just maintain a regular relation to the oncologist. •
In fact, before questioning the
surgeon, discuss the situation
with the cancer • specialist and
follow his advice. There may

be extenuating circumstances
here of which you and I are
unaware.
By the way, continue to be
feisty.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 33
and recently had a hysterectomy because of bleeding
fibroids. I've been told that
men can tell during sex if a
woman has had this surgery.
Is this true?
Also, I've been assured that
a woman is never the same
physically and mentally after
the operation. Is this correct?
Finally, do such women
make for better sexual partners?
DEAR READER: First, I
am not aware that the operation itself is what enables men
to discover the surgery. Rather,
it's the presence of the abdominal scar. That is the tip-off.
Second, women respond differently
to
hysterectomy.
Although some feel they are
"less a woman," most postsurgical women feel relief from
the bother of monthly periods,
the possibility of pregnancy
and the fate of developing uterine cancer.
With these concerns out of
the way, I suspect that most
post-op women are more likely to relax during sex, making them more responsive partners.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Where to Find Sex Information." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.

If readers would like to
contact Dr. Gott, they may
write him through your newspaper or send their mail
directly to Dr. Gott do United Media, 200 Madison Ave.,
4th II., New York, NY 10016.
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Creepy colleague makes
young woman ill at ease
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 25-yearold recent college graduate who
just started a new job. I love
it here because I'm doing something I care about and earn
decent
money.
I
like all of
my co-workers with the
exception of
one. This
person,
"Jim," interrupts
My
Dear Abby work a lot.
says things
like 'Hey,
By Abigail
beautiful!"
Van Buren
and calls me
things like "baby girl." The
other day he said, "It's too hot
outside." I replied cheerfully,
"Sorry, I had nothing to do
with it," and he said in a
creepy manner, "You have a
lot to do with it."
This is bothersome because
I think Jim is a nice person,
but he makes me uncomfortable. I don't want to say anything to the boss because I'm
the new girl. I have been here
only a few weeks, and I don't
want to make trouble.
I don't want to get anyone
in trouble -- I just want it to
stop. What should I do? -TRAPPED IN NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR TRAPPED: You are
entitled to be comfortable in
the workplace and free from
unwanted conduct. State and
federal laws guarantee you the
right to be free of unwelcome
talk based on gender. Ideally,
you should tell this man that
he is making you uncomfortable. However, if you cannot
bring yourself to do it, I urge
you to document what is going
on and bring your concerns to
the attention of your boss or
the person who handles human
resources at your company.
000

DEAR ABBY: I am a 26year-old female in the Navy.
I have been divorced for two

years and have two beautiful
little boys.
Last February, I met a man
and I have fallen head over
heels. He's great with my boys
and wonderful to me. He has
expressed that although he love/1
my kids, he also wants children of his own. My problem:
I had a tubal ligation after my
youngest was born, and now
I regret it. I think this is the
only thing that is preventing
us from going to the next level.
What should I do? -- HELPLESS IN WASHINGTON
DEAR HELPLESS: Call
your ob-gyn and ask if the
tubal ligation can be reversed.
It is sometimes possible to
reverse the procedure. If it is
not possible. consult an infertility specialist.
000

DEAR ABBY: Our son is
married to a sweet girl whom
we love. My only problem with
her is that she has no pictures
of us in her house. She has
wedding pictures on display, and
some of her family and friends
-- but none of my husband
and me.
They have a new baby, and
I go there and take care of
him one day a week. She has
a baby book with photos, and
there are no pictures of us in
there, either.
We haven't said anything to
her or our son, but each time
we go there it bugs me. I came
home upset the other day, and
my husband said to let it go.
I'm afraid if I speak up. my
son will say I'm overreacting.
What should I do? -- SAD IN
AKRON
DEAR SAD: Have a nice
photograph taken of yourself
and your husband, autograph
and frame it, and give it to
your son and daughter-in-law
for Christmas.
000

ContractBridge
North-South vulnerable.
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Skillful card play can compensate
a multitude of sins committed
during the bidding. Consider this
deal where North became so enamored of his hand after his partner
opened the bidding with one spade
that he contracted for a grand slam
after determining only that his side
held all four aces. The small matter
of how to take 13 tricks was left to
poor South to resolve.
for
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Hargis, 26, in Germany Nov.
24; Pvt. Joe M. Sirls, 22, and
Pvt. Charlie B. McClain, 26,
both in France Nov. 2.
Cpl. R.C. Miller is a prisoner of war in Germany. He
had been reported missing in
action over Holland since,Sept.
23.
Births reported this week
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Wood James and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Chumbler, Nov. 29.
70 years ago
M.O. Wrather of Murray
was elected as president of
First District Education Association at the meeting held at
Murray State College. Clyde
Lassiter was elected as vice
president. Over 1,000 teachers
attended the meeting. John L.
Payne. president of Morehead
State College, was one of the
speakers.
Murray Tobacco Market will
open Dec. IS, according to an
announcement from the Murray Tobacco Board of Trade.
Kirksey High School Chapter of Future Farmers of America held its Father-Son banquet with Charles Ray, chapter president, presiding. Speakers were Holman Jones, Kirksey principal. Max B. Hurt,
and M.O. Wrather. superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Marriages announced include
Lena Sue Valentine to Tellus
Carraway, Nov. 29.
In high school basketball
games Hazel Lions won over
Murray Training Colts and
Hardin Eagles won over Almo
Warriors.

Todayinilistory

By the Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Dec. 11.
the 346th day of 2004. There
are 20 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 11, 1936, Britain's
King Edward VIII abdicated the
throne in order to marry American divorcee Wallis Warfield
Simpson.
since a heart loser seemed inevitable.
On this date:
He had been to the wars before, howIn 1872, America's first
ever, and recognized that the situablack governor took office as
tion was not entirely hopeless.
Pinckney
Benton
Stewart
Accordingly, after taking the
opening diamond lead with dummy's Pinchback became acting govking, declarer cashed two rounds of ernor of Louisiana.
trumps, then played the ace of diaIn 1941, Germany and Italy
monds and ruffed a diamond in
declared war on the United
dummy. Next came the A-K of clubs
and a club ruff, followed by another
States; the U.S. responded in
diamond ruff in dummy. Declarer
kind.
then led dummy's last trump to his
In 1946, the United Nations
queen to bring about this position:
North
International Children's EmerVA5
gency Fund (UNICEF) was
+8
established.
West
East
In 1991. a jury in West
K 10
•.1 9 8
Palm Beach. Ha.. acquitted
South
William Kennedy Smith of
+10
sexual
assault and battery.
V Q7
rejecting the allegations of
As South hoped, West had started
with the king of hearts and at least
Patricia Bowman.
five clubs. Having taken care to
Five years ago: Agreeing
exhaust East of clubs in order to put
with his wife. President Bill
the burden of guarding that suit
entirely on West, declarer now led
Clinton told CBS Radio his
his last trump. This left West without
1993 -don't ask, don't tell"
recourse, and the slam was home.
policy on gays in the military
Unfortunately, it also left North
wasn't working, and he pledged
with the impression that he had bid
the hand brilliantly-, much to the conto work with the Pentagon to
sternation of the opponents — and
find a way to fix it.
his poor, beleaguered partner.

Declarer was naturally disappointed when dummy appeared,
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1 Society newbie
4 High-priced
9 With it
12 AMerysii vets?
13 Kind ot pool
14 Ms. Hagen
15 Evening gowns
17 Aden's country
19 Flight dir
20 138s

21 Strong
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24 Went around
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36 Great Lakes Si
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38 Therefore
40 Hazier
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10 years ago
The 1995 edition (Volume
VIII) of "Recollections," published by the Calloway County High School students, taught
by Lynda Coleman, has arrived
and is now on sale.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray State University President
Dr. Kala Stroup flipping the
switch lighting the Christmas
Tree for the "Hanging of the
Green" program at the Curris
Center. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Kevin Bowden.
30 years ago
Pete
Haywood,
Keys
McCuiston, Kay Haywood, Janice McCuiston, Betty Wicker,
Anglia Woods and Nancy Brittain are new officers of Wranglers Riding Club.
40 years ago
Dr. Conrad Jones has been
elected chief of staff of Murray Hospital. Other officers are
Dr. Harry U. Whayne, vice
president, and Dr. James Ray
Ammons, secretary-treasurer.
50 years ago
Pvt. Bobby L. Lockhart is
serving with the Ninth Infantry
Division of U.S. Seventh Army
in Germany. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lockhart.
60 years ago
Pfc. Eugene D. Hutchens.
20, son of Mr. and Mrs. Burt
Hutchens of New Concord, has
been reported killed in action
in France on Nov. 13.
Pvt. Lloyd G. Hodges, 27,
son of Mrs. Ether Hodges of
New Concord, has been reported killed in action in Leyte
on Oct. 30.
Pvt. Herman Maynard who
was returned to the United
States for treatment of wounds
received
March
18
in
Bougainvillea, drowned at
Miami Beach, Ha., the last week
of November.
Soldiers reported wounded
in action were Pvt. Buel P.
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45 Feminine
Pronoun
47 Roy or Petula
49 Prepares to
turn
53 Popeye's
Olive 54 Inspecting
56 Tend the
garden
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59 Promising
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2 Help-wanted
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